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ALIEN THOUGHTS
Several loyal, sadistic readers have gratuitously

pointed out to ae how, when I folded SCIENCE FICTION RE

VIEW several years ago, I aade some big talk about having
books in ne fighting to get out, how I wanted to switch
froa porno to s-f, and how a large circulation fan naga-

43.43 Two Years

zine was too nuch work....

To Agent-

Mi. Dawson & Sons, Ltd.

Now (these torturers go on) here I

m

back in the big—

Cannon House,

tiae fanzine business even after recently swearing up and

Folkstone, Kent,

down in RICHARD E. GEIS, ay short-lived Personal Journal,

that I was content with a diary-zine and could stick with

UNITED KINGDOM

it the rest of ay natural life while writing inaortal s-f
novels, too.

All other Foreign:

US$4.50 One Year

Howcua, they ask.

That's too good a question.

(Hang thea!)

US$8.00 Two Years

The answer is that I'a twisting slowly, slowly in the
All Foreign subscriptions

must be paid in U.S.

dollar cheques or

wind froe ay hyper-active subconscious, which does all the

serious deciding in ay life.

The surface ae siaply sits

and watches, aaazed on occasion, at what transpires.

aoney orders, except to
I could say that I know how to make a big-time zine
work this tiae around (true, true), and that what iaport-

agents .
back

ISSUES--------------------------

ant aessages I have to iapart to the world (heavy Truth I

Deep Insights) are as easily said.in the body of a review
Numbers 1, 2, 3 were a

personal journal titled

RICHARD E. GEIS.

Miaeo-

or in a coament on a letter than in a novel.
I could say that after approxiaately 85 published books

graphed.

and 100 odd stories (and believe ne, some of thea were

#1 is SOLD OUT.

pretty odd!), I ae siaply sick of writing fiction.

#2 and #3 are in short

could say...

supply.

I

THE ALIEN CRITIC #4 was a

transition issue.

It is

seen to have Something in ae that insists on edit

ing and publishing.

kiddie days.

It has existed in me ever since ay

And writing, too.

But, apparently, now, ed

SOLD OUT.

iting and publishing aore than fiction writing.

THE ALIEN CRITIC #5 i 6

Go fight inner city hall.

Adequate Supply.

I

But I'd probably be jiving.

So I obey.

It's a conspiracy against ae, of course: the interna

tional bankers in league with the Mafia and the Nixon ad
ministration and the deros in the caves have joined forces

-f*'.

with the Devil to lake ne do it.

(Of course

I'n that important!)

So, if this issue is late...blaae it on
the Christaas nail glut; a bulk-rate third-

class aailing will get precious little at

I an increasingly syapathetic to people

who say they are coapelled to write or paint
or crochet or whatnot.

This being a puppet

tention and low priority.

I nevertheless

hope to nake up several weeks and get #8
nailed in early February.

on a string has inspired in ae a great in

I also hope to live to be 10A.

terest in psychology and related subjects.

I think

I understand a lot about other people, but

I can nake it...I think I can nake it...I...

I'a too close to ae, so I don't see clearly

think...1...can...nake...it.......

what it is that twangs ay strings in this
orchestra of life. (Ghod!) I aean, is it

+++
I intended to get a lot of reading done

talent that's deaanding expression, or a

in the nagazines for this issue, but... See,

strange Script given ae by ay parents? Both?

ay dad went into the hospital with a collaps
ed lung and eephysena and chronic bronchitis.

So, here I aa (and there you are), be-

That's what cones froa two packs of cigs a

aused, enjoying ayself, working ay ass off.

day for forty years, so be warned.

It could be worse.

What else?

■H+
Speaking of ay writing novels...

My

last sale was to Brandon, as you early sub
scribers will reaeaber.

WIFE.

ices in the driveway next to the house against

I titled it DEMOB'S

I have just received coaplinentary

the lawn....
Apartnent living has its nerits.

is by 'Peggy Swenson', ay aost prolific and
non-pomo cover, too.

itor larry Shaw.

The book has a fine,

My coapliaeots to ed

I can give this naterial a such wider dis

The book is porno, but it has a story

tribution.

and it has soae content and it has a tough

Of course I also get out and hustle for

ending. If you'd like to read it it'll cost
you 11.95 froa Regent House (Book Div.), Box

new naterial.

fron Janes Tiptree, Jr. that he will be next.

+++

And I have a coup of sorts in acquiring both

last issue was late because the printer
(Don Day, the ancient one who published the

the Bob Bloch 8anquet speech and his Guest
of Honor speech at the Torcon.

legendary fanzine THE FANSCIENT in the...was
it the early 50*s?) was eyebrow deep in a

The najor piece by the Panshins on Hein
lein upconing in #9 will be followed in due

huge order of aenus for a pizza chain when

course by najor treatnents of other well-

his assistant caae down with a nine day bout

known sf and fantasy writers.

of flu and his girl helper quit to take a

And soneday, soeeday the Ellison article

The result of all this was a

three week delay in printing TAC#6.

Renain-

will arrive....

And I'a propositioning oth

er writers constantly.

ing was collating, stapling, folding, trie-

By daan, THE ALIEN

CRITIC will be the best fan nagazine ever

In the end, rather than wait a furth

er unknown period (I was beginning to receive

cards and letters froa TACless subscribers),
I ‘groan* did that donkey work ayself...and
aay do it again, since I found it represents

several hundred dollars savings—the dif

ference between breaking even and losing
lotsa aoney.

I an conducting a nail inter

view with Avran Davidson now, with a proaise

9506, North Hollywood, CA 91605.

aig.

+++
I have no shaae at all in reprinting
fine articles and interviews fron other fanaagazines (those with 100-500 circulations).

I hope I get royalties

froa this one.

better job.

this winter's ice and snow and rain...and

nowed the lawn, and aowed the lawn, and nowed

copies which show a retitling. It is now
A GIRL POSSESSED (Brandon Book #6326). It

best-selling pseudonya.

Oh, yes, we fixed up the hot

house behind the garage, I caulked the crev

5

published.
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THE SHAPE OF SCIENCE FICTION TO
COME
a speech by Frederik Pohl
WWMF

It seeas to ae that aost kinds of writ
ing, including science fiction, coaes apart
into four aain parts.

First of all there

is what I call the 'letter to the Editor' that is, the theme, the thesis, whatever it

is you want to accoaplish, what it is you

The title of my talk is "The Shape of

want to convey.

Science Fiction to Cone", and I would like
to talk about what I think science fiction

can be and should be.

in SF not necessarily huaan people, and not

In doing so I will

necessarily even organic.

have to spend some time in telling you what

what I call the 'Travelogue'.

I seldom speak in

such analytical terms but I propose to do

Finally there is that shape of word-use,

so this afternoon, and I think I should tell

coinage, idiosyncratic inflexion, or what

you why.

A

The third part is

the setting, the background, the ailieu,

I think science fiction is - and indeed,
what I think a story is.

The second part is the cast

of characters, the people in the story - and

ever else decorates the surface of the work

and that concerns so many writers so much -

couple of years ago a local college

asked me to teach a course in short-story

the style, what I call the 'Package'.

writing, and I rejected this as an indecent

is a Madison Avenue advertising term but it

proposal because I don't believe that writ

is one that I think appropriate.

ing can or should be taught.

I made that

Now it would be possible to re-label

clear and made it stick - for all of a day

I made it stick.

all these elements with more high-flown

Then they called me up

and said that if I wouldn't teach the course

they'd give it to someone else who would

criticism the status of a profession with

its own mumbo-jumbo - is successful only at

That required me to

the cost of minimising the respectability

think in teras of the analysis of a story,

terms I don't usually like to think in.

terms, but it seems to me that the danger

here is that the attempt to make the work
of the analyst more respectable - by giving

teach it, and I couldn't permit that!
I agreed to do it.

This

It

and in fact degrading the worth of the writ

So let me use these coarse and

seeas to me that the aore writers get con

ing itself.

scious of the process of what they're doing,

colloquial terms to separate out the parts

the less likely they are to do anything

of science fiction stories, and let us look

worthwhile.

at each of then to see where SF can go from

But in order to teach the

course I had to think in these terms, and

here.

so I evolved ay own pedantic vocabulary.

Let's take them one at a time and in re-

7

verse order.

enjoys the sort of literary and social ac

There is a reason for this,

and the reason is that it appears to «e that

ceptance now that we only dreaaed about,

the ST story at present is being approached

twenty or thirty years ago, but in fact the
stories that have won esteea for SF are the

in this reverse order by nany of its writ

ones that were written twenty and thirty and

The last, and I think least important

ers.

elenent I nentioned was the 'package', and

even forty years ago, by and large.

I think the doainant aspect of the last'New

still sell as well as or better than the

Wave' was that aost of what creative abili

newest work.

ties its practitioners had went into the

taught in the schools side by side with

style, the foraat - the eaphasis was on sur

Chip Delany and Jia Ballard.

face features.

They

'Doc' Saith and Heinlein are

They are e-

qually enshrined in bibliography and entonb-

There has been aore atten

tion paid to the 'package' than to the con

ed in aonographs.

tent of the story.

tend that there was any appreciable liter
ary style in those stories of the 1930s and

Now, what I told ay students - and of

19A0s that aade SF worth taking seriously

what I do not think I have yet succeeded in

in the first place.

convincing any practicing professional writ
er - is that style is the last thing any

serious writer should worry about.

I do think that science fiction will see

the developaent of new packages - new styl

I borrow

es, new aodalities - and I think they will

a naxin fron architecture and froa biology
to say "Fora follows function".

And yet no one would pre

be deeply involved with the new techniques

Or to quote

an authority whose naae I unfortunately do

for coaaunication that are available; TV,

not reaeaber, "style is the problee solved".

tape cassettes, design, illustration, and

Once you have decided what you want to say

so on.

and who it concerns and where it is all hap

thea, I think, is not that they will exist

pening and when, then that style which aost

but that new kinds of story will aake thea

econonically and coapletely conveys all

necessary.

these things is the right style for your

The second part of the science fiction

story.

story is the 'cast of characters', and here

SF faces a particularly difficult and alaost

I think that in science fiction the

insoluble problea.

great stories that have nade SF worth read

passant,

ing in the first place were pretty nearly
styleless.

But what will be iaportant about

their casts of characters, they had a good

We have a tendency to think that

aany in-built advantages.

because SF has becoae aore fashionable and

If Dickens want

ed to write about the boyhood of David Cop

reputable and aore popular, at the sane tine

perfield, all he really had to do was look

that it has becoae aore literary, there aust

inside his own head, reaeaber what he could

be soae cause-and-effect relationship there.

I don't think this is so.

When Tolstoy and de Mau

Heaingway or Dickens developed

of his own boyhood, aodify it with whatever

I think that

other boyhoods he had observed and what oth

the inportance of science fiction rests

er settings he had seen, and set it down on

largely on the stories of people like Doc

paper.

Saith, Stanley Weinbaua, Edgar Rice Bur

nan who inpressed us with his reality.

roughs and Robert A. Heinlein, all of whoa

are essentially style-free.

But Brian and Harry and Bob Shaw and

It is what they

all of us have a aore conplicated task,

say that is iaportant, and not in all the
way in which they say it.

since the people we write about often enough

So that it seeas

have not had a childhood like ours, or even

to ae that for a writer to think first in

a childhood at all.

terns of style is to craap his story in a

snakes or bats.

way which will strangle it.

telligent stars.

I aa only saying that the style is the

Science fiction

To say sonething aeaning-

ful about people like these is a near-inpos

writers should not develop styles of their

least part of the story.

They nay look like sea

They nay be like Asinov's

positronic robots, or Ross Rocklynne's in

Please understand that I aa not saying
owi.

There he had created a teal young

sibility, and can only be done by conpro8

else and inference.

And because it's hard, a good many of

us don't trouble to do it.

We Unit our

used SF techniques to express his hatred of
the English nobility and aristocracy in the
I used it, should I say before

selves to human beings, and if possible hu

186 Century.

man beings as much like ourselves as we can.

someone else says it for me, to bite the

It seems to me that while this is an easy

hand that was feeding me when I was working

way to write a story it is not necessarily

for advertising agencies, by writing THE

a good way, and further, that it is a way

SPACE MERCHANTS with Cyril Kombluth, de

which fails to exploit the potential of SF

nouncing them for practices that were in

for making real to us creatures that we

fact paying my salary!

have never encountered.

Both critical and

financial success has come to writers who
have taken this easy way out, but it re

mains an evasion and worse, a failure to

exploit the characteristics of SF that make
it worthwhile; that 'view from a distant

star' which lets us see our own world from
outside.

I do not think this is a wrong thing to
go - obviously.

But I do not think either

that it is the fullest exploration of what
SF can do.

Propaganda implies a sort of

contempt for and manipulation of the reader;

you take as a starting point that he is hood
winked by the world's cant and false stand

ards, and you spend your best efforts in

Those distant stars of course are part

stead to hoodwink him with your own.

of the third aspect of SF writing, which I

call the 'travelogue'.

It seems to me, sad

ly, that more and more science fiction stor
ies have a tendency to consist of two or

three or more people sitting in a living
room or parlour, very much like all the oth
er living rooms and parlours in New York and

London and everywhere else, discussing sex,

Science fiction can do far more than

It can show not only what we are like,

that.

or what we will be at sone future date, but

what we nay be if we choose it so.

It can

show us what effect follows fron what causal
agents we see around us now, and thus give
us a chance to decide what we want to hap

pen, of all the countless possibilities.

and world ecology, and sociology, and behav

ior, and sex, and other matters of great im
portance to them but in a static and rather
dull envi ronment.

The best part of a science fiction story
is not what you read, but what happens in
one's own mind when you have finished read

I had occasion to chide A. J. Budrys

ing.

It is in this direction - in providing

once, when he turned in a smart, what he

inputs of new kinds of possible worlds, new

considered to be a marvelous half of a nov

considerations to affect today's actions,

el, in which nothing happened for two hun

new exercises in what Herman Kahn calls

dred pages except that people talked to each

'conceiving the inconceivable' - that I

other.

I said, "A.J., I don't mind your

having people settle all the great problems

think the shape of science fiction stories

to cone will achieve their greatest value...

of humanity in your stories, but couldn't

to us as readers and perhaps even to the

they do it while they're dodging fire-liz

world.

ards on Venus?"

+++

And I think this is one

thing SF can do - not only settle metaphysi

cal and abstract problems, but it can do
these things in environments which are them

A transcript of the discussion
which followed Frederik Pohl's

speech.

selves intrinsically interesting.

The final part of science fiction is the

HARRY HARRISON:

'letter to the editor', the subject matter,

your statement that Swift

the content, the thing that a story is all
about.

"Are you going to stand by

used science fiction tech

There's always been a great tempta

niques in GULLIVER'S TRAV

tion to use science fiction for propaganda

ELS?"

purposes, because it's very good for that

sort of thing.

Jonathan Swift, for example,

POHL:

"It is an SF technique to invent a

planet (or island) called Liliput, in

stream' novel, but nevertheless I think

which people do the things that you

there have been a few inventions, and it

dislike in your present society.

seems to me that the kind of thing J.G. Bal

But

in the story they go so far that clearly the

lard is doing is wholly new; I can think of

things they are doing are maniacal and ob

no antecedent for it whatsoever.

sessed, whereas in real society things only

tion is, can you?"

seen that they night be going that way.

This is one of the techniques of SF.

POHL:

I

"Jia, we have argued this in private

and I'n willing to argue it with you

don't claim that SF invented it, but I do

in public.

claim that it is special to SF, and when

work.

story."

(BLISH: "I'n talking about the short

stories, not the novels.").

I must say this

"What Harry was trying to

though perhaps I'm explaining my own ignor

say, I think, was that per

ance.

haps there is a certain in

tleties in the works of JGB, so that I have

accuracy in referring to that

gone back to look for then, and I have not

SF technique, in that science fiction had

You have described to me, Jin, sub

found them.

In other

n't been invented at the tine.

What I don't know is whether they exist

words, that the techniques Swift used were

in the works themselves or in the head of

later appropriated by SF when it came along."
POHL:

I don't see anything of

the sort you describe in Ballard's

Swift was using it he was writing an SF

BRIAN ALDISS:

My ques

Jin Blish.

If Ballard were here I'd like

to find out fron hin if this were so.

"I'n willing to concede that maybe

Per

SF didn't exist at the time, in any

haps this is really not relevant, because

organised form.

it's true that sone of the best things that

But this reductio

happen fron reading an SF story do not cone

ad absurdun, this literary satire,

while reading it but take place afterwards

is basically an SF technique, it has been
used by nany, yourself included.

in your own head.

And if it

It nay be that Bbllard

has caused you to invent something that was

prefigured the existence of SF itself, well
the Caesarian delivery also preceded modem

intrinsic to the story but which I just

obstetrical practice, but is nonetheless

missed.

part of nodem obstetrical practice.

quarrel on an objective basis because we

It

"I can quite accept that

UNKNOWN:

SF naybe has invented ideas,

"Is it fair to talk about people
like Heinlein and Weinbaum and

but not really any technique
of its own.

But I can't really

differ in perception."

simply cane a little ahead of its tine."

PETER NICHOLLS:

I don't know.

Edgar Rice Burroughs and call then

Surely all

styleless?

that SF writers have done is to take tech

I'd have thought that

their plainness of style was a very positive

niques from literature - and thus took

attribute."

Swift's techniques."

POHL:
POHL:

"I would accept your argument.

As

have a nannered style.

far as I know the SF techniques of

the sixties have been copied whole-

style - so was Heningway's for that

natter.

dos Passos and everyone else who was writing

I know of no SF tech

nique which wasn't lifted bodily."
JAMES BLISH:

It's really

a quite clear, lucid, plain sort of

handedly fron William Burroughs, John

in the '20s and '30s.

"I should have said that they don't

What I find almost universal to the

great SF writers is that they do not have

very many literary mannerisms, with a few
exceptions like Stapledon.

My reason for

"Fred, I grant your point that

prefering the lucid style is that it does

a lot of the new stylists are

not obscure what the writer is trying to

essentially catching up with

tell ne about, whereas a nannered style

what was called the 'main

does.
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"Is John Brunner here?

I don’t want to

slander him behind his back!

I must say,

John, that while I respect your work in par

ture his work in that way."

"I see this difference, Chris.

POHL:

ticular as one example of this sort of thing,
I am much more likely to go back and reread

your earlier adventure stories than I am to

go back and reread STAND ON ZANZIBAR, im

n't since he's not here to defend
himself); let's talk about Bob Silverberg.
He was a very lucid and transparent writer,

pressive though the work is."

JOHN BRUNNER:

Let

me take the example of someone who
is not present (and really I should

almost a styleless writer, for a long time

"Since you've taken my name

an unmannered writer.

in vain, may I compliment you

ing around in the direction of more and more

on the ingenuity with which

mannerisms, so it became harder and harder

you've managed to turn back
the entire discussion put by Harry! But talk

But he began shift

to see what he would be saying if he could

only get the marbles out of his mouth and

ing about derivative approaches to writing

say it.

of any kind is really futile.

most of Silverberg's stories of late; I

Why worry

I don't know what's happening in

about who got what from where; surely what

can't quite follow whatever he means me to

matters is who has put it to good use!"

perceive as being reality - if indeed he is

WESTON:

"How would you classify new writers

POHL:

talking about any sort of reality at all."

PRIEST:

like Delany?"

you to know?"

"Delany is very hard to classify. He
may be the only authentic genius amongst us.

POHL:

"If so why the heck is he wasting my
time writing stories?"

He is writing at such an

advanced level that everything he

"Could it be that he doesn't want

DAVE KYLE:

says, in its best parts, trembles on the

SF of a few decades ago was

very verge of being totally incomprehensi
ble. (Laughter) This is a very narrow
tightrope to walk, but he's walked it very

well until now.
GEORGE HAY:

"We must bear in mind that the

primarily designed for the maga
zine market.

straightforward approach.

It needed the
Nowadays the ac

cent is on stories being published in a book,

"I think that one of the func

new and exciting concepts.

and therefore I think authors have tended to

take advantage of the fact that they were

tions of SF is to get across

Do

speaking alone within one cover."

you think that SF authors since
I960 (or so) to date are putting over such

concepts better, or worse than before?"

POHL:

"That's an interesting theoretical
point which is not borne out by the

facts.

POHL:

"My whole thesis is that the stress

of most SF being written today is

ly for the mystification of each other and

not in the direction of propounding

less and less for the edification of their

concepts.

It's in the direction of

experimenting with style, and this I de
plore.

What has happened is that

writers have been writing increasing

I do think that there are many new

audiences."

JOHN BRUNNER: "When one gets into the ques
tion of lucidity of narrative,

and interesting concepts which have been

one is surely overlooking the

developed in modem SF, but there has been

fact that we live in the tele

so much attention given to other things

that I don't think there are nearly enough."

vision age.

I had, for example, a TV com

mercials producer arguing with me on the
CHRIS PRIEST:

"I can't see the difference

subject of 'what happens to narrative flow

between that form of writing

in the cinema?', and he said that because

which has a form imposed on

television commercials have come along,

it, of beginning, middle and

people have become accustomed to flicking

end, and that of somebody who doesn't struc

instantly from one scene to another, even

though there may be centuries between them.
Exposed to this sort of environment, surely
it is hardly surprising that an author will
want to try and montage communication? In

problem is that the ideas that a TV commer
cial is trying to put across are very sim

the hands of somebody who really understands
what he's doing, it does make possible ef

thing that gets in the way of the reader's
comprehension is an added hindrance.

fects which would otherwise not be feasible

a terrible time explaining the Ringworld,

without incredible depths of layering of

for instance, without any pictures!"

ple, whereas the ideas I'm trying to put

across take an awful lot of effort.

explanation."
POHL:

POHL:

"I'm not prepared to denounce that

Any

I had

"Just the point; if you're talking
about something complex you need to

theory at the present time, but I do

tell it simply.

think it rests on pretty thin basis

is sb deficient that you can only

- I think Elizabethan drama was quite

as capable of jumping from point to point

and time to time as TV is today, and if in

deed television has had that effect on prose

talk about simple things, you're entitled
to discuss them complexly." (Laughter)
HARRISON:

BRIAN ALDISS:

"God, up there in a dirty mous
*
tache!"

writers today, then drama should have done
300 years ago."

If your imagination

POHL:

(In reply to an unclear question)

"I don't want to ask any

"If I have failed to make it clear,

questions, but I'm just ter

I am in favor of diversity.

I am

only saying that there is less di

rified that this convention

versity than I would like to see in SF of

is seeming to get very reac
tionary, and we're bogged down on this thing

late, because it has become quite modish to

of the old versus the new.

write in a mannered style.

I see a great

many mss - have seen for years - coming in

"I don't think you can draw a waterline

from writers who have had no encounter with ■■!<
fans or writers' groups or with the world

- a Plimsoll Line - in any way, or that you
can regard science fiction as some horrible

of publishing at all, and they take their

mad thing of which we all have ownership.

cue from what they see in print.

More and

It is something written by a number or writ

more their work is like the latest from Bob

ers, each of whom have their own approach,

Silverberg, or Delany, or Brian Aldiss' more

and they shouldn't be blackmailed by the

recent work.

prevailing atmosphere in this hall, or in

versity I look for is therefore diminishing,

any other hall.

In many cases writers have

It seems to me that the di

not increasing."

been prevailed upon very heavily, by edit

BRIAN ALDISS:

ors, to do the particular thing the editor

wanted for his magazine.

this is so, that the old be

ed off recently so that authors have more

lief in technology, turning

freedom, and maybe you will think some of

the world into a giant spaceship, no longer

those authors have done very peculiar
things.

"Can I say that there might
be reasons of society why

This has slacken

has universal appeal?

But it's the freedom we must re

There's now room for

- whatever you call it - the softer approach.

joice in.

The ecological approach, that if I had my

"I find it very sad to hear statements

time on the platform

to the contrary, however beautifully ex

pressed.

I feel there's a slight bite in

tolerance for the fact that we now have a

the air and I don't like it, I'm afraid."
LARRY NIVEN:

I would propound.
**

I really think you will have to develop a
wider audience, and one of the reasons for

"I can quite see Mr. Brunner's

point.

*In-group science fiction joke.

He said that our au

**8rian's excellent 'Environment' speech

dience has been educated by

will be published in the British Science

television to think in certain

ways, to shift scenes very rapidly.

The

Fiction Association's VECTOR.
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this is that there are people not just carv

ing bloody great spaceships out of asteroids,
but people doing something that brings focus

magazine, in case you've forgotten I pub
lished it in one." (Laughter & applause)

End of session.

to our own lives.

Some Comments By Peter Weston: Odd that Jim

"They are not content with the all-pow

Blish should fail to consider such stories
as "Surface Tension", which must have sur

erful hero who rides to the stars, but they
can depict the poor little shag trying to

make do in an overcrowded slum.

vived better than most despite being writ
ten along conventional lines, (in fact, J.

Without

saying that one is good and the other bad,

B. confessed, or so I seem to remember,

which I think you are mistaking for liter

that he didn't think much of the story at
the time.) Odd, too, that Blish should cite

ary terms, the arena has been widened, and

this is part of the diversity of the sci

the fact (in his letter, further in this is
sue ((SPECULATION #31))) that all of his

ence fiction field."

JAMES BUSH:

books are still in print, every single one
he has ever written. I think this tends to

"I think this problem, this

weaken JB's assertion above, and to expose

question, is much older than

his own modesty; few SF writers can have

anyone has so far imagined.
I have been all my life, for

'survived', in any sense, better than James

Blish.

the most part, a conventional writer of nar
ratives.

I spent some time

imitating E.E.

There are some odd things in Fred Pohl's

Smith - as a matter of fact, some 250,000

comments, too.

words of it - and in general I have been a

as a bad example, to my utter astonishment.

writer with a good deal of consciousness of

Bob Silverberg?

the kind of thing you are speaking for. And

pening in his stories of late"?

yet I have found, and found years ago with
pieces like ’Testament of Andros’, that with

claim to have read all of S's recent fic
tion (who can?) but with the exception of

few exceptions the stuff I have done over

SON OF MAN there is little I can regard as

the last thirty years has gone down the

overly stylistic.

drain.

It is the few experiments that have

"...don't know what's hap

I don't

I wish I had thought to

ask at the time to ask Fred Pohl to be spec
ific; which Silverberg stories, pray? (Bri

survived and have been anthologised over

and over again.

Fred cites Bob Silverberg

For instance, every BLACK

an Stableford takes his own look at S's fic
tion in an article later in this issue ((

EASTER it rains money!

SPECULATION #31))).

"It seems to me that we vastly under

estimate the capacity of the present audi

Finally, while Fred Pohl mildly criti

ence for assimilating this kind of thing.

cises Silverberg and John Brunner's STAND

We may have underestimated the capacity of

ON ZANZIBAR, it's surely odd that he did not

past audiences, too, although they didn't

wish to make the same sort of objections to

get this material, primarily through maga

Samuel Delany's current output.

zine editorial reasons."

was to see Fred explaining Delany's plan to
issue a multi-media novel (with gramophone
record), and to admit Oelany trembles on

POHL:

"I think you are citing BLACK EASTER
as an argument in favour of your pre

dilection for experimentation.

the edge of the incomprehensible.

To

me BLACK EASTER seems to be a clas

and have their own likes and dislikes which

tend to get in the way of any reasoned ar

most lucidity but quite baroque and strange

gument.

I have not ever suggested one

Incidentally, the tape-recording of

the session was so unclear in one place that

should not experiment with content; but

I had to omit all reference to the Delany
LP/book package.

there was nothing overly 'stylistic' in my

sense about the novel. And while you may
not have written it for a science fiction

It all

goes to prove that even editors are human

sic science fiction story, written with ut

in content.

Most odd

j

*

Geis To Pohl:

While typing this material

for THE ALIEN CRITIC, I no

So I picked up Sterling E. Lanier's
HIERO'S JOURNEY (Chilton, $6.95) and didn't

ticed what seemed to be a misunderstanding
on Peter Weston's (and mayhap others) part

expect much (that’s our way of protecting

in what you meant by 'style'.

I had a winner.

Peter seemed to think you were referring
to word style, while I see you as meaning
structure/theme style.

POHL:

Care to comment?

As to your specific question, it's

hard for me to answer lacking the
text here in any specific way, but I will do
what I can.

What I mean by "style" relates to both
structure and word-use; it is the way in

which an author tells me something.

What I

mean by "content" includes theme; it is what

the author is telling me.

To some extent

ourselves) and from the first words I knew

Oh, sure, the plot is familiar, and the

Next Move is obvious almost all the way
through (especially the ending), but Lanier
has the skill, the care and concern of a

story-teller who respects himself and his

characters...and thus so do we, the readers
care.
Lanier takes his time and his detail

paints his characters, his wonders, his ev

ents with fine clarity—everything is seen
and experienced.

HIERO'S JOURNEY is the story of Hiero

style and content overlap and interpenetrate

Desteen, a telepathic priest of the remnants

each other, as McLuhan says; but to a much

of the old Catholic Church which is trying

larger extent they don't.

Style can be elu

to build a humanist civilization in the

what the author is saying—or it can be in

areas of ancient Saskatchewan, Manitoba and
Alberta 5,000 years after The Death (atomic

trusive and distracting, in which case it

war) devastated the North American continent.

cidating—that is, it can make more clear

may obscure what the author is saying or
may conceal the fact that the author, in

truth, has nothing to say.

When it is in

trusive and distracting I usually dislike

area semi-tropical to tropical.
Hiero is also a trained killer and has
a tremendous psi potential. (Psi ability is

it.
But there are times—eg James Joyce and

a few others—when a complex style is the

only way to say what the author wants to
say.

The Kanda (Canada) area is now a warm,

temperate zone, with the old Uni tedsStates

That's lovely.

prevalent to one degree or another in the

North, including some mutant, intelligent
animals who are not considered Evil.)

There are far more

times when an author is captivated by styl

Hiero's journey is a quest.

He is sent

istic tricks and so exhausts himself in the

to the south and east into unknown territory

tricks that he has nothing left to put into

and vast danger to seek an ancient computer,

content: a gift-wrapped turd.

a weapon to help the Universal Church and

That's awful,

but that's what is wrong with most of the
late New Wave.

the Metz Republic better fight a losing war

against a force of gray clad 'Unclean' men
who are in a vast conspiracy to use Evil
sciences from the Old Days.

OLD-FASHIONED HIEROICS
In the reviewing game you tend to pre

judge; 'This will be a clinker, that's prob

This group are

Ungodly, anti-life, ruthless, merciless, and

dedicated to the destruction of the new or
der and the new morality.

ably a simple-minded Juvenile...." Like that.

Yet you pick them up and start them all
with hopes, because you're always looking for
The Delightful Reading Experience, and you

are never sure when it'll come (and you

dread being bored and forced into duty-read
ing).
1(

The Uclean use warped, human-hating mu

tant creatures who are melds of men and an

imals, lizards....

The Death created doz

ens of viable mutants.
The Unclean men are telepathic, too, aid

use devices to augment their mental powers.

In this new world the Great Lakes have
merged and spread to become an inland fresh

water sea.

The ocean to the east, the Lan-

•»•»»*•»••»»•»•»•«•»»»»»•»».«•»»«»»»»»»*»»»
BURN THIS MAGAZINE!

DON'T LET ANY OF THOSE

SCHEMING PARANOIACS READ ITS SECRETS.

tick, is a nearly impenetrable barrier, with

very rare boats from overseas daring the vast

LETTER FROM MALCOLM EDWARDS

distances.
Hiero has a loyal companion, a giant

telepathic deer, whoa he rides, and who has
a moron's intelligence with flashes of keen

"I was about to talk about "Tomb It May
Concern" (better late than never) which,

actually, I enjoyed rather more than I had

expected from the glances I had cast in its

psi perceptions.

direction while reading the rest of RICHARD
Hiero meets a young, telepathic, highly

E. GEIS #3.

intelligent bear—a heretofore unknow new

species of mutant—who wishes to learn of

the world and to travel with Hiero.

"I'm not very fond of violent fiction,
but there was nothing to object to here.

The

I

bear, Gora, is brave and true and more than

agree completely with your comment in

once saves their lives with his quickness,

if you are going to put violent action into
a story you must, if you are to be respons

strength and unique mental powers.

ible and honest, make the reader aware that

Hiero saves a young black girl froa

it isn't easy or clean.

death. She is an enslaved princess from a
southern land called D'alwah (Delaware),
and they fall in love.

(Hiero himself is

brown/copper-skinned; white skin is a rare
sight, and blue eyes, red and blonde hair
are surprising.)

When I encounter

that in a book I genuinely am offended, and
there's still too much of it in sf, even
though H. Beam Piper is no longer with us.
"As a recent example, have you read

Richard C. Meredith's AT THE NARROW PASSAGE?
There's a lot of casual slaughtering of in

They meet and cope with terrible, strange

and wondrous dangers, and under stress Hiero's
psi powers expand and develop tremendously.
He and his companions meet, in a time of

nocent bystanders in that book.

The hero

gets through a lot of mayhem in the course
of it, and occasionally as he shoots some

one in the face he pauses to toss in a quick

extreme danger from the Unclean, an Elevener,

description of the features disappearing in

a member of the Brotherhood of the "Eleventh
Commandment" ("Thou shalt not destroy the

to bloody pulp.

Earth nor the life thereon.") and are saved

he is talking about is people, dying."

by him and his different mental powers.

♦••♦•»*♦♦♦♦•****»•»*»•*•*♦*•♦*••*♦•****••«•

Listen—this is a damn fine novel.

It

is adult on all levels: Lanier doesn't avoid
sex or violence.

These aspects of life are

accepted and chronicled.

They are present

as they are required by the story.

It is a

But never, at any moment,

is there any inkling of awareness that what

LETTER FROM DON PFEIL, Editor,
VERTEX
Flushed with justified triumph, I sus

pect, eyes a-glittering, Don sent me the fol

lowing note and a copy of the fourth issue

balanced book, a real book.

of VERTEX.
And I take note, happily, that one of

the prime Unclean, a sworn to-the-death en

emy of Hiero, is not dead at the end of the
book, and that suggests a sequel.

"Fortunately for science fiction, fandom,
and especially fan critics, have little to

do with the failures or success of science
fiction magazines.

HIERO'S JOURNEY is a long novel, around

150,000 words, I estimate.

the price.

It is well worth

Please note that we have

not folded 'after two or three issues.'

Quite the contrary.

VERTEX is enjoying out

standing sales, and it appears that our up

coming ABC audit will show it to be outsel

ling any other SF magazine on the market.

I'i

"Wishing you the saw, though

not

ion in a never-stopping gypsy life-style in

huge vans and trailers on the vast, extend
ed, crowded interstate highway/freeway syst-

sure why....."
I replied:

ei.

Dear Don;

I ai always happy
to have iy judgement corrected.

It lakes

I

for lore accurate estimates next tiw.

By enforced govt, unwritten law, these
tribes of wheeled nonads cannot leave the
freeways and a planted Law of their sub

don't believe in holding opinions contrary

culture is that as long as they live They

to facts.

Shall Not Go Slower Than AO M.P.H.

(They have apartment vans, garage vans,

I'i happy to hear you say that VERTEX is

doing well; it shows the strength of sf and

helps the genre.

VERTEX is a fine advertise

ment for the field and that helps everyone.
Actually, you know, I preflavor iy words

—just in case I have to eat thei.

recreation vans...and are kept going by leans
of governwnt fuel tankers who latch speeds

presuiably.

No wntion is lade of lajor

breakdowns—only that the vans have fantast

ic self-repair capacity and back-up systeis.)

*iunch-

Hero Billy is a leiber of the Spoiler

■unch*
P.S.: TAC#6 will be out in a week, and of

course you'll get a copy.

VERTEX (contents

froi #1) is listed in the Archives.

clan.

He has an arch eneiy, Lee, in the

Ra«p clan.

There is a convincing lacho bit

as hot-blooded young ien in their hot cars

race and dare and duel on the deserted lanes

And thank you for the copy of #A.

I es

late at night.

pecially like the interviews you're doing.

And, froi your editorial in #A, I note that we
are of similar views in re entertainient be
ing the first priority of fiction.

Billy wins froi Lee the love of the lost
sought after beauty of the clans, Rose Ann
Holiday, and larries her after wiping out
Lee in a death-duel with their ca^s.

HELL ON WHEELS-- a review of
ON WHEELS

...

But Rose Ann is a spoiled, immature bitch
and is unhappy with his lack of ioney.

Then

Lee returns, horribly scarred and crippled,

I've been on vacation.

I haven't but

dipped iy nose into science fiction or fan
tasy for weeks.

with a Chaipion to challenge Billy and to

exact revenge for the Raips.

I've been wrestling with

■ailing out TAC #6.

Frankly, Scarlett, Billy doesn't give a

I've been snoozing.

I've been watching with fascinated horror

dam, since his larriage is shot through

as the review books stack up and beg wordi
ly for attention ("Eyetracks," cried the un

with soured roiance, drunkenness, adultery,

read book piteously, "for the love of God,
a few eyetracks....").

Undt zo...(reach-grab).

Ve cow to a

bitter arguwnts....
To lake it worse, the Ramp challenger

is the legendary driver, Big Daddy, who is
close to clocking one lillion miles on his

zocial fantasy called ON WHEELS by John

speedo and who has the hottest car of then

Jakes.

all.

Pardon while I shift gears out of dia

To lake matters worse, Rose Ann is prog

and Billy accidentally backs over her as he

lect.

leaves the van in his twister on the night
ON WHEELS is that joy to read and feel

easy conteipt for—a good bad book.

of the duel with Big Daddy.

It is

founded finly on the unbelievable preiise

that in a vastly over-populated United Stat

es iaybe two or three decades froi now, the
governwnt will have the resources and will

Rose Ann is hurt bad and needs a road

doc, but the weather is God-awful and none
is near enough and the dained Highway Patrol

won't let Billy off the freeway to get a ldO"

to support an incredible 10% of the populat-j^ al doc for her and Big Daddy is waiting.

Billy get word on his intercoa that Rose
Ann has died in the van.

He revs up his il

legal internal coabustion hot car and goes

after Daddy with blood in his eye.

He takes

Big Daddy into a suicidal death crash and
Oaddy explodes, bums and aeets the fire

bird of death. And Billy, too, in a slow,
uncontrolled turn (his steering was sabotag

ed with Rose Ann's help—so she got her just
deserts after all) at 100 M.P.H., crashes
through the guardrail and soars down to his

death, too, and sees the firebird, the last

thing tribe drivers see before extinction.
Yeah, Ban.

It's foraula, deliberate and

with soae satiric aalice aforethought I sus
pect, with the strengths and weaknesses of
foraula.

Yet—I dug it.

It grabs and holds and

it's worth reading far Jakes' inventiveness
and his skill in using cliched plot eleaents
to their effective liait and his realistic
(on a nuts-and-bolts level) picture of the

aotorized tribes, those flying dutchaen of
the highways. (Warner 75-123, 95<)

NOISE LEVEL
a column by John Brunner
"Where There's Brass There's
Brass"
Once upon a tiae a reporter froa a Brit

ish local newspaper got wind of the fact
that there was a science fiction convention
being held in his town (Great Yaraouth, as

"KILGORE TROUT—after ay college grad
uation I cornered guest speaker Kurt Vonne

I recall), and the first person he corner
ed when he rushed around was Harry Harrison.

gut, Jr. and asked hia if Kilgore Trout was

Theodore Sturgeon.

"What," he inquired, "do you SF writers

talk about when you get together?"

•'Oh, kind of,’ he instantly answered
Harry shrugged and said, "Oh - sane as

in a very neutral tone."

—Robert Werner (letter)

any other writers: aoney first, and then

woaen."
I've recounted that story fairly often,

Marshal Mcluhan's definition of a specialist

because it's not just aausing, it's bloody

is both provocative and pertinent: 'One who

true.

Writers do talk about aoney a great

never aakes saall aistakes while aoving to

deal.

Soae non-writers feel this is beneath

wards the grand fallacy.'

the dignity of their idols; truck with fil

«•*****•••••***«•««**«***•*•**«•****••*****

thy lucre is for trades-unions, or bankers,

not for - save the nark - Creative Artists
"If a great change is to be aade in hu-

aan affairs, the ainds of aen will have to
be fitted to it; the general opinions and
feelings will draw that way....and then,

they who persist in opposing this mighty
current in hunan affairs will appear rather

to resist the decrees of Providence itself,
than the aere designs of aen."

—fdaund Burke

••****••**•*••••«»««•**««••«••****•••*«••**

• ••

But I aa proapted to talk about this sub

ject, not for the first tiae, by a report
recently published in RED HERRINGS, the
bulletin of the British Criae Writers' As
sociation (the corresponding organization
over here to Mystery Writers of Aaerica).
One of the aeabers went to talk to a con

gress of about 200 librarians, and in the

course of his lecture he touched on the fact

Some writers are smart, and/or business

that there is no Public Lending Right in

These

Britain - i.e. no matter how often a book

like, and/or industrious by nature.

is loaned from a library the author gets

are the lucky ones, even if they possess on

nothing bar the royalty on the sale of a
single copy, which may be as low as 7$ of

self, I don't feel I'm particularly smart,

ly one of those three key attributes.

My

I'm damned sure I'm not businesslike, and

the cover price and seldom rises much above
10?. (In the palmy days of the twenties

were it not for the fact that I am, happily,
industrious, I'd be in dead trouble. (Mat

and thirties 25? was common - did you know?

But the bookseller gets a third...!)

ter of fact I am in dead trouble right now.
Contrary to popular American belief, the tax

PLR has operated for a long while in

authorities over here are a great deal more

other countries of Europe: longest, I be

lieve, in Sweden.
ed elsewhere.

lenient than is the Internal Revenue Service,

And it's being introduc

but even so I recently got landed with a bag

In Britain, we've been strug

gling for 20 years and not yet got there.

The highly-reputed

firm of accountants whom I hired precisely

One is talking in terms of about a penny a
loan (say 2|): not, one would think, exor

because I know I'm not businesslike amalga

mated with another company, and somewhere

bitant.

we got lost in the shuffle.

nounced that he was shouted down and booed

Result: a little matter of tax that

by these librarians, and told in so many

should have been paid in 1969 and wasn't be

words by a speaker from the floor, who was
applauded, that writers had no business ask
ing a fee for the loan of their books and if

they couldn't make a living by writing they

cause we weren't told, plus more that seems
to have escaped notice in 1970, and more in
1971, and more yet now due for 1972...

I

was only able to pay half of it; the rest

could damrf well quit and find some other
sort of job. (I summarise; you have here

has to be spread over the next twelve months.;*',

At least they don't charge six percent in
terest the way your tax-authorities do!)

the gist of a long tirade.)

It is notorious that publishers expect
authors to eat the chameleon's dish and live

Both in this country and in the

USA there are publishers offering beginning
writers the same advances I got in 1959, re
gardless of the immense increase in the cost

of living, and many still withhold all, or

Curing this financial malaise, however,
is involving me in the writing of about

three novels I don't want to write; I don't
mean they're bad books - on the contrary,

Doubleday fell on the first of the three

with cries of joy - but I do mean they're
superfluous.

at any rate half, the advance until they

They're not in any sense an

advance on what I've done before, just com

see fit to find a slot in their catalogue

petent stories competently told, forced on

and publish the book, which may be a year,
eighteen months, two years later.

I don't imagine

we were the only ones.

Much shaken, the guy from the CWA an

o' the air.

ful of tax problems.

me to make ends meet at a juncture when I

It isn't

have a couple of really ambitious books in

quite so bad for an established writer like

mind, now obligatorily postponed until next

myself, who receives occasional royalties on

early work and not infrequently is pleasant

year, or the year after.

It must give the public the impression

ly surprised at being paid for a foreign
translation of something no longer paying

that writers are greedy people, hearing us

its way in English.

talk so much about money,
that particular bogey.

for a novice writer, though, things are

own a villa on the Riviera, or a yacht, or

indisputably much worse than they were when

a Lear Jet.

I started off... and that was tough enough,

imating what I might have made if I'd stay
ed in publishing, or gone into industry or

But to find that librarians hate writ
Ouch!

All I want is to earn, in the

course of an average year, something approx

in all conscience!

ers too - !

let me just lay

_I have no desire to

,,

commerce, and applied my best efforts on

than 1$ per year actual increase in purch

someone else's behalf instead of in the way
I opted for.

That pot of gold remains at

asing-power.

the end of the rainbow.

I'a not saying I have nothing to show

The London weekly paper, TRIBUNE, whose

for the increase.

literary editor is a long-tiae ST fan and

I certainly do!

we were renting half a house.

In 1958

In 1973 we

occasional anthologist (Douglas Hill, whoa

have a whole one, in a nicer district, and

you aay know froa such collections as WIN
DOW ON THE FUTURE), recently decided to run

in 19 years we shall have paid off the mort-

gage on it.

a three-part series on the author's predic

rooa; now the operation of Brunner Fact A

ament, and I was requested to contribute the

Fiction Ltd. occupies three rooas.

first article.

In order to coapile it I had

But the only aeans I've found to escape

to work out soae comparative financial de

tails.

What eaerged, to ay disaay, went

froa falling behind the explosive rise in the
cost of living is one which candidly I don't

like this.

at all enjoy.

I launched out as a freelance in Novea-

North of England - where ay father was born

In those days ay wife Marjorie was

still going out to work.

I have to shamelessly exploit

what's sometimes termed "gall", but in the

ber 1958, so the year 1958-59 is ay base

line.

I used to work in half the bed-

- is frequently called "brass".

(Now, she's the

business side of Brunner Fact A Fiction Ltd.,

ay co-director in the company and responsi

That also,

incidentally, means "aoney".

Were it not for the fact that I pusn ay-

ble for such aatters as accounts, filing

self, hard, into blowing ay own truapet, at

and analysis of contracts, and the general

the risk of boring people by saying over and

iapediaenta of any saall business operation.

over who and what I an, then no natter how

The coapany exists to adainister ay copy

excellent ay writing I couldn't keep afloat

rights, and it's now a very coaplex under

as a freelance.

taking, what with about 70 books and wore

cause so many of ay colleagues who, in the

shorter pieces than I care to waste tiae
counting.)

objective sense, are more talented than I
have to depend on external support.

So our coabined earnings in those days
were about 42A00.

I know this to be true be

Let ae cite one exaaple.

By 1975 standards, the

Peter Vansit

tart, whom I regard as our best historical

value of the pound having dropped by tore

novelist (go lay hands on THE FRIENDS OF

than half, that equates to around 45000.

GOD and, above all, THE STORY TELLER), had
a stroke of amazing luck.

When the Society of Authors wanted a

He'd cone into

some money, and he aet a nan in a pub who

set of accounts to illustrate their paaph-

said, "Want to buy a house in Hampstead?"

let on the newly-introduced Value-Added Tax

(That's the area where we live, popularwith

- that one is a real headache, believe you

artists and writers owing to its long-time

ae! - they borrowed nine for 1971-72, show

association with Keats, Constable, Tagore,
D.H. Lawrence and uapty others.)

ing a turnover of 46000 of which I derived

froa all British sources, including BBC in
"’robably," said Peter, "but why are

terviews, book reviews, lecture fees, the

you sailing it?"

lot, a grand total of thirteen hundred quid.
(I did soaewhat better the year following,

The guy said, "Well, I'm due to appear

I later found: I made 41600, percentage

in court on Monday and I'll be sent to jail

wise a significant iaproveaent.)

for about four years, and I want to provide
for the wife and kids..."

Were it not for ay foreign sales, ob
viously, I couldn't survive.

Since when Peter has been able to rent

Now divide that real increase, froa
(baseline 1973) 45000 to (baseline 1973)

out the upper floors and support himself
with tolerable comfort. (Matter of fact he

46000, by the nuaber of years elapsed since

aade a very funny contemporary novel out of

I started out.

it, called simply LANDLORD.)

It cones to slightly less
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If it hadn't been for that minor miracle,

the others, the outsiders, the newer unknown
writers, the intruders into "our" genre who

though...
Oh, well.

Time to get back to work that

I can expect to be paid for.

But possibly I

should add two final comments.

did not come up through the ranks, whom we
didn't invite "in" and who therefore do not
count.
So it goes in the subculture, the micro

The title of this piece refers to a

cosm—and in the mainculture, the macrocosm.

classic Northern English proverb, a slogan

But I'm a perverse soul, and occasional
ly I resist the group pressure. (Being a

of the pre-pollution-conscious era: "Where
there's moock" (muck) "there's brass" (mon

Secret Master of Fandom gives me certain

ey).

privileges.)

And, pace Joanna Russ, the quote from

Thus it was that I decided to give at

Harry is as the story was retailed to me,

least one of these intruders a look-see, a

so please don't any Women's Lib supporters

few minutes of my precious time, a scathing,

blame me for the way he phrased his remark!

sneering review, a lip-service once-over-

lightly...so I could then with a clear con

LETTER FROM JOHN BRUNNER

science turn to Damon Knight's ORBIT 12.

"Re your comment on my income: the auth
Alan Burt Akers is his name and Edgar

ors who have made it from our field seem to

Rice Burroughs is his game.

have done so on the strength of one crucial

But Dray Pre

scott, the 18th century Earth sailor and

breakthrough, as Silverberg when he got an

world knockabout, is more than a pale, face

advance of 825,000 for one book, Harry when
the movie rights of MAKE ROOM were sold (be

less imitation of John Carter, and the plan

fore him Bob Bloch with PSYCHO), Brian Al-

et Kregen of the binary Antates, with its

diss when HAND-REARED BOY hit the UK best

multi-moons and its seven island continents
and richly varied human and partly-^iuman

seller list, etc.
like that.

I never had a major coup

inhabitants and variety of gods and cultur

Until the present govt forced

us into EEC, though, it was possible to live,

and detailed than Burroughs' Mars.

eat, dress well here, and travel widely, on

an income low by US standards.

Alas, not

TRANSIT TO SCORPIO is the first volume

any more!
************«Y

es and animals and plants is far more real

of this series, and in it we learn via pro
logue that Akers is merely editing and tran

♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

"I wouldn't mind the number of paranoids

around today, if they weren't all out to get

scribing from cassettes sent to him by a
friend in deepest Africa.

The friend had

been doing relief work in a famine area.

A naked, massively broad-shouldered white

—Malcolm Edwards

********************************************

man had staggered out of the jungle, been

given food and water, had called himself

A PUPPET ON A 400 LIGHT YEAR
STRING
A review of the Scorpio series
of Alan Burt Akers

Dray Prescott and had recorded his story on
the cassettes.
This narrative device is corny, old-fash
ioned and incredible, but presumably a lover

Preconceptions and prejudices are dan

of swashbuckling, romantic, bloody, action-

gerous things I always say, as I lovingly
stroke and pet my private brood.

Every crit

filled, colorful, vivid adventures on exotic
alien planets could care less...and famili

ic has some hidden away from public view.

arity of form breeds not contempt but mental
In science fiction and fantasy fandom

there is a clannish favoritism.

security and comfort.

There is

Dray's adventures began when he was mys

the in-group of authors and editors whom the

teriously transferred to the Antares planet

fans pay attention to—and then there are

ZO

Kregen by a strange blue radiance as he was

zzzt!—back to earth.

escaping African savages after having been
shipwrecked and scheduled for vile, unspeak

ably agonizing tortures.

It's enough to give a Hero heartburn.

Dray vows that he will return to Kregen!

#

On Kregan (as on Earth) he was haunted
by the sign, symbol and insect—scorpion. A

THE SUNS Of SCORPIO resumes the story.

scorpion killed his father, a scorpion was a

The intoduction is reprised.

fellow passenger on the leaf boat when he

Dray spends the whole book clearing up a war

regained consciousness on Kregen, a scorpion

between rival nations on an inland sea call

appears with or on him each tine he is sum

ed The Eye of the World.

moned to Kregen.
Poor Dray.

In this volume

He is at various times: a galley slave,
He is a puppet, a san on a

string, doing chores for the Star Lords who

a captain of a galley, an initiate of a spe
cial class of philosopher-warriors, a revo

control his destiny, and for the advanced

lutionary...all while basically marking tine

humans of Kregen who call theaselves the

doing what he conceives to be the Star Lords

Savanti and who have altruistic plans for

bidding and all the while yearning to get to

the island of Vallia and Delia who is send

the planet.

Whenever Dray accomplishes a task or

crosses the beings who have power over hia
he is sent back to Earth for a few decades

ing searchers to all the continents looking

for hin.
And (0 so predictably!) just as he has

and then is again summoned and dumped naked

successfully and excitingly engineered a re

(with scorpion) into another fine kettle of

volt of slaves and workers against the rul

fish on still another island continent of

ing class of Magdag—zzzt!—the Star Lords

Kregen and in another marvelously wrought

send the blue radiance which usually means a

culture.

one-way ticket to Earth.

resists.

In TRANSIT TO SCORPIO, dray is given
1000 years of life and a flawless body by

iaaersion in a strange, alien pool of blue
liquid in a guarded cave.

The Savanti have

further tests for hia, but he looks like a
good nan to help then civilize the planet.

But he is a stubborn, noble individual

gen !"

But this tine he

He screams, "I will stay on Kre

End book two.

Book three is WARRIOR Of SCORPIO, but
I haven't yet received a review copy.

Inote with pleasure that these DAW edit

ions of the Prescott of Antares saga are
illustrated by Tin Kirk—three or four full

ist and takes pity on a crippled girl of

page drawings inside, and a fine Kirk cover

stunning beauty naned Princess Delia of the

on each.

Blue Mountains whoa the Savanti inexplicably
refuse to cure.

Dray fakes out the Savanti

and takes her to the pool to cure her.

She

eaerges tore lovely than ever, uncrippled,

and perfect of fora.

He loves her!

I see I've been a bit flip in recounting
(loosely) the plotlines. On one level the
stories and the characters are ridiculous,
but yet—they do cone alive, they do gener
ate power, they do have that old debbil sus

The Savanti and the Star Lords are anger

ed!

Sadistically, they separate Dray and

Delia—whisk Dray back to Earth for years,
then whisk hin back to Kregen and dangle De

lia before hii like a carrot on a stick, lur

ing him to conquer a nomad warrior tribe, the
similar surrounding tribes, a ruling family

in the continent's ruling city...

And just when he has plained Delia and
cleared up some stupid misunderstandings—

pense—in spots.
Akers is a fine writer,
He's good at what he does.

nake no mistake.
The faults and

failings of these books are more in the
strictures of the formula than in his talent

and skill.

He has taken the Burroughs mat

rix and almost overcome it.

He has injected

much story, much entertainment and much gen
uine sense of wonder.

He only lacks the un

derlying intellectual injection of content

"In the Beantine, and just to show I

that is necessary for really fine, fully

satisfying fiction.

The aandatory obsessive,

unrealistic Hero precludes auch intellectual

haven't been dogging it, here is a current
(as of 13 September, 1973) table of contents

for TLDV, with word-lengths appended.

activity.

file box, ready to go to New York, with the

aoaents of insight and worldliness, but he

nanuscripts standing on end.

is priaarily a warrior of iaaense skills
and a noble resister of seduction by various

lush woaen of every station in life.

How

ever, in book II he has aatured soaewhat and
is not quite so headstrong.

He increasing

ly resents being a hardworking pawn.

The

aanuscript for the anthology is now in a

Oh, Dray Prescott does have a few good

The box is

three feet long, and it is jaosed.

Please

bear in mind, as you read this Table of Con

tents, that this is not the order the stor
ies will appear in the book, that the book

is closed AND I DAMMIT TO HELL DON'T WANT

I'll

TO SEE SUBMISSIONS FROM ANYONE EVER AGAIN

be interested in seeing how he sakes out.

IN THIS LIFE! and that I'o waiting on re

writes froa Charles L. Harness, Wyean Guin,

Again—Alan Burt Akers' Kregen is a

and Gardner Dozois, but that beyond those

richly conceived planet in every sense, and

Save for the

it stands as a fascinating reality on its

three, the book is complete.

own.

60,000 words of introductions I have yet to
write, or the 50,000 words of Afterwords

(TRANSIT TO SCORPIO, OAW UO1O33, 95<

that are written but haven't been included

THE SUNS OF SCORPIO, OAW U010A9, 95<

in the total wordage indicated on the list.

WARRIOR OF SCORPIO, OAW U01065, 951)

The total also doesn't Include the over 75

*•*»•**«**««*»*****•*•*••«*********»»*•****

full-page illustrations done by Tim Kirk.

"My latest book, DARKOVER LANDFALL, is

Illustrations that are fucking unbellevoble!

supposed to bo ay attack on a world which

"I think you'll all like this book,

equates civilisation with energy consuaptlon. (With e few seething snerls at Wom

And

thank God this bloody ton-yeiMilllatone has
been roaoved froa ay aching neck!

en's Lib.)"

—Marlon Ziaaor Bradley

"Huably, with eabarrassaent and leaking

RARDEN LIBRARY

oharisai,

Harlan Ellison."

.•»•»«»»»«•»•»••»••»••••»•»»••♦•»»»»»»•••*•
LETTER FROM HARLAN ELLISON

Contents of THE LAST DANGEROUS VISIONS

Listed at randoa—not as they will

"Oear Richard

appear finally in the anthology.

end Everyone Else in the Civilized World:
"I feel like 1A0 pounds of unreconstitu
ted yak shit for having aissed the deadline

(once again) on ay long essay.

The work

Grehaa Holl—"Golgotha*—3200 words.

Doris Pitkin Buck—"Cacophony in Pink and
Ochre"—5500 words.

load, and personal travail, have been unbe

Chan Davis—"The Naaes of Yanlls"—9000.

lievable, even os The Noble Editor said.

Mack Reynolds—"Ponce Do Leon's Pants"—

Nonetheless, I would gladly give whole parts

1800 words.

of ay body to expunge these awful guilt

Hank Davis—"Copping Out"—1000 words.

feelings, and I proalse that as soon as I

Avrsa Davidson—"The Stone Which the Build-

on Rejoeted"—2000 words.

finish the first of TNC DARK FORCES paper
back novels for Pinnacle, write the script

Stan Dryer—"Halfway There"—3000 words.

for Brillo for an ABC Movi»-of-tho-Week,

Ron Goulert—"The Return of Agent Block"—

complete the lost stories for APPROACHING

3800 words.
Fred Saberhagen—"The Senior Proa"—A800.

OBLIVION, proof the galleys for DEATHBIRD

Charles Platt—"The Red Dreal"—9800 words.
Franklin Fisher—"Adversaries"—4700 words.

STORIES, get back froa seeing ay Mother—
who is dying in Florida—and send off THE

Anne McCaffrey—"The Bones Do Lio"—7000.

LAST DANGEROUS VISIONS to Harper A Row...

I'll finish the rewrite on the article.
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Grahaa Chamock—"The Burning lone"—6000.

* 1st translation, 25.00

John Jakes—"Unde Toe's Tine Machine"—

3000 words.

2nd translation, 50.00"

Richard Wilson—AT THE SIGH OF THE BOAR'S

Ward Moore—"Falling Fron Grace"—*>000.

HEAD NEBULA—L7000 words.

S. Kye Boult—"Cargo Run"—18800 words.

Grant Carrington—"Ooug, Where Are We?

"I

Susan C. Lette—"Grandea, What's the Sky

A Spaceship, Maybe."—

Don't Know.

Made Of?"—1500 words.
Robert Sheckley—"Prinordial Follies"—

3800 words.

4000 words.

Jaees E. Gunn—"Aeong the Beautiful Bright

Joseph Green—"Play Sweetly, In Hanaony"—

Children"—9100 words.

6300 words.

Lisa Tuttle—"Child of Mind"—6800 words.

Frank Herbert—"The Accidental Ferosslk"—

A. E. van Vogt—"Skin"—7000 words.
Michael Bishop—"Dogs' Lives"—6000 words.

3500 words.
Thoaas H. Scortia—"The Isle of Sinbad"—

Edgar Pangborn—"The Life and the Clay"—

6500 words.

10000 words.

Gordon R. Dickson—"Love Song"—6000 words.

Delbert Casada—"The Bing Bang Blues"—

John Christopher—"A Journey South"—

2000 words.

Joe W. Haldeaan—"Fantasy for Six Electrod

21500 words.

es and One Adrenaline Drip (A Play in

Vonda R. McIntyre—"XYY"—1600 words.

the Fore of a Feelie Script)"—10000.

John Morressy—"Rundown"—1200 words.

Robert Thurston—"The Ugly Duckling Gets

Gerard Coaway—"Blackstop"—5500 words.

the Treatment and Becoies Cinderella Ex

Doris Piserchia—"The Residents of King

cept Her Foot's Too Big for the Prince's

ston"—5000 words.
Leonard Isaacs—Think, Therefore VT

Slipper and is Webbed Besides"—3500.

Ae"—1000 words.

Arthur Byron Cover—"Various Kinds of Con

Frank Bryning—"The Accidents of Blood"—

ceits"—2000 words.

5500 words.

Octavia Estelle Butler—"Childfinder"—

Robert Thou—"Son of Wild in the Streets"

3250 words.

—15800 words.

Geo. Alec Effinger—"False Premises: 1. The
Capitals Are Wrong;

Alfred Bester—"Eeerging Ration"—2000.

2. Stage Fright;

Jacques Goudchaux—"A Day in the Life of

3. Rocky Colavito Batted .268 in 1955"

A-42CM—2600 words.

—5500 words.

Michael Moorcock—"The Swastika Setup"—

Russell Bates—"Search Cycle: Beginning and

Ending

I. The Last Quest;

10000 words.

2. Fifth and

Mildred Downey Broxon—"The Danaan Children

Last Horseaan"—5000 words.

Laugh"—5300 words.

Steve Herbst—"Leveled Best"—1300 words.

Jack M. Dann—"The Carbon Dreaeer"—9500.

The Firesign Theatre—"The Giant Rat of

Howard Fast—"All Creatures Great and Snail"

Suaatra, or 8y the Light of the Silvery"

—1200 words.

—5000 words.

Joseph F. Punilia—Right at Madane Me

Jerry Poumelle—"Free Enterprise"—11000.

phisto's"—1200 words.

Gordon Ecklund—"The Children of Bull Weed"

Janet Ray—"Las Aninas"—6800 words.

—17000 words.

A Bertran Chandler—"The True Believers"—

Anthony Boucher—"Precis of the Rbppacini

7000 words.

Report"—850 words.

Robert Lilly—"Return to Elf Hill"—900.

Edaond Haailton and Leigh Brackett—"Stark

Leslie A. Fiedler—"What Used to be Called

and the Star Kings"—10000 words.

Dead"—2800 words.

Jaaes Sutherland—"The Aaazonas Link"—

David Wise—"A Rousing Explanation of the

5500 words.

Events Surrounding My Sister's Death"—

Edward Bryant—"War Stories"—9500 words.

1800 words.

Clifford D. Siaak—"I Had Ro Head and My

Laurence Yep—"The Seadragon"—17000 words.

Eyes Were Floating Way Up In the Air"—

Daniel Walther—"The 100 Million Horses of

6600 words.

Planet Dada (English version )-Jt200 words.

Robert Wissner—"A Right At the Opera"—

(French version)—A200 words.

3000 words.
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Waiting for rewrites from: Wyman Guin,

Charles I. Harness, Gardner Dozois.

Total wordage as of 13 Sept. ’73
W50
Plus 60,000 words of Ellison Introduc

wished no photos of these astonishing items
taken under any circumstances...but why did
he take DSniken into that difficult jungle
and down into that network of caves in the

first place, if,as DSniken speculates, he
feared a 'gold rush'?).

tions to come.
Plus 50,000 words of Afterwords.
((PLUS one last solicited story froa a

writer who had a challenging letter in TAC
#6.))

Of course these caves are holy places
for the indians and they guard then, we are

assured, ferociously (except for Moricz, who
is their friend).

DSniken is long on speculation: the cav
((This book boggles the aind, Harlan.

es and passages have glazed walls and are

It has taken you years to assemble it...and

roughly rectangular...and therefore were

it aay take me a year to read and review it.
Why do you do things like this??))

made by an alien race of humanoid who ar

•4>********«**********«***************#****4

in an interstellar war.

rived on Earth after having been defeated
These aliens con

structed these tunnels in various places in

WHOM THE GODS WOULD REWARD
THEY FIRST MAKE 'CRAZY'
a review of THE GOLD OF THE
GODS
This October, 1973 book is the third by
Erich von DSniken outlining his speculations
and theories about how mankind began, if

there have been visitors froa outer space

in the remote past, and the scenario that
brought them here.

The first two were CHAR

IOTS OF THE GODS and RETURN TO THE STARS.

His fourth will be published in 197^ by Put

nam, titled IN SEARCH OF THE GODS: My World
In Pictures.

DSniken begins with a blockbuster: there

the planet to hide from their pursuing en

emies.

Later, playing God, these aliens

mutated a type of simian to become mankind,
and lorded over man (in a nice way, mostly)

for thousands of years, eventually dying

off in recent pre-historic times.

DSniken cites numerous pre-historic
ruins, drawing and carvings to prove his
ideas, and some of them seem to be consis

tent with his theory; one drawing of a woman
with what appears to be a flying apparatus

on her back is convincing, but most of the
others could be interpreted in non space-

alien-visitors terms as easily.

Often DSni

ken seems to be reaching and straining in

is a great network of artificial tunnels and

his arguments and interpretations.

vaults under the remote jungles of Ecuador.
They contain (DSniken asserts) astounding

poos "conventional" explanations of serpent,

amounts of gold, an array of golden sculp
tures of animals, and ancient golden-leaved
"books" of strange, unknown writing or fig

ures.

He poo-

dragon, sun, pyramid and haloed figures
He is not interested in the hard work of
digging, sifting, detailing.

He is content

to go around the world looking for inexplic
able and strange ruins and artifacts that

seen to support his theories and cry, "AHA—

The man who discovered these passages
and archeological treasures (which have been

what about THIS?!"

known to the local indians for thousands of

others follow with pick and shovel and pa

years, of course) would not let DUniken

tience where he has pointed.

photograph these marvels for fear of un

known consequences (would the flashgun flare

set off ancient hidden defenses?) but wasn't

disturbed by flashlights and lanterns (and

DSniken doesn't address himself to the log

He is content to let

DSniken is, I strongly suspect, on far
weaker ground than is Velikovsky, and uses

sone of the sane legends and myths to but
tress his speculations.

As for me—I am inclined to think some

ical technique of time exposures using lowlevel light sources and/or superfast film.

thing strange happened in our pre-history

For some reason the discoverer, Juan Moricz,

which is not in our present scientific es-

tablishoent’s philosophies...and I'm inclin
ed to think that Velikovsky (and mayhap D9n-

IT HOT, was asked whether he enjoyed kiss

iken) have got ahold of pieces (or even

ing Marilyn Monroe.

large chunks) of the truth.

ably meant to be cute, was either stupid or

Unfortunately, DSniken gives the inpres-

sion of a con artist or a fanatic with a
Mission and the Truth who is moving too fast
to be caught.

(Putnam, 16.95)

'Tony Curtis, on the set of SOME LIKE
The question, presum

ingenuous, since she was causing a lot of

trouble at the tine.

She was hours late al

most every day, Billy Wilder was crippled

with psychosomatic backache as long as the
shooting lasted, Curtis and Jack Lennon had
to stand around in drag and high heels while

Cr

she fluffed sone forty-six takes of a sim
ple line.

We can expect sone irritation in

the answer.

This

Nothing prepares us, though,

for the violence or for the wit of Curtis'

. Publication
is Available in
MICROFORM

reply: "It's like kissing Hitler."'
—Michael Wood, THE HEW YORK REVIEW
Of BOOKS 9/20/73

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦it****
'It nay be sobering for prehistorians to
reflect on the cognate (but somewhat more
mature) field of geology where the spoofery

and science fiction of, say, a Velikovsky

can sell a hundred tines more than seninal
and penetrating products of genuine research.
In the field of human prehistory "aquatic

Xerox
University
Microfilms

nan" and more recently "submarine woman" nay

well win a large popular audience, while a
truly shattering discovery like that which

has just shown that man is two and a half

300 North Zeeb Rd.,
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106
(313) 761-4700

tines as old as we previously thought, with
all that that implies for the concept cf hu

man evolution, nay be barely noticed except
by a dedicated few.

But perhaps in the end

PLEASE WRITE
FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION

our watery ancestors does less harm in de

.............. "J

journalism of writers like Robert Ardrey or

such nonsense as the recent theories about
basing the coinage than does the derivative
Jaquetta Hawkes who ladle out half-under

stood results in which they have had no

LETTER

From

hand, with a pontifical air of "I know all

JAMES TIPTREE, JR.

the secrets"- an attitude which in fact is

"You took me to task for endless wo el

the very antithesis of genuine scientific

gloom stories; purely publishers' whins.

discussion.'

I'm one of ttrose total pessimists who go

—Charles B. M. McBumey, HEW YORK
REVIEW Of BOOKS 9/20/73

around giggling hysterically, usually write

several near-conic ones between the doom

wails.

But they cone out years 13ter in
DEATH NOTICE—WALTER f. MOUOY's compliment

strange order...Of course it could be that
■y idea of a conedy is dying of a relatively

ary copy of THE ALIEH CRITIC #6 was returned

painless disease."

marked 'Deceased'.

He was a member of SfWA.

♦♦♦♦a**************************************
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CRITICS SHOULD COME IN COFFINS
a review of FRIEfDS COMF IN
BOXES
Rot this tiae, Michael.

I'm willing to

strain my suspension of disbelief a bit—

sometimes quite a bit—in the grip of a

powerful story, but your latest novel,
FRIENDS COME IR BOXES, is based on two or
three tissue-paper preaises...and they tear

easily.

appointed, heh, heh)) to gulp down the line

that when human women stopped having enough
new babies to provide a supply of host bod
ies for the waiting boxed brains, an android

race was created to have kids and to make up
the shortage...and that those people trapped

in their boxes in those vaults by the mill
ions would then mostly pass up the android

baby bodies out of a kind of racial preju

I will, for the sake of enjoyaent and a

faith in aedical technology, accept that in
the next fifty years it will be possible to

take the brain froa a body, put it into a
six-months-old baby's skull, successfully,

or even put it into a box, tie it with a
ribbon and keep it alive indefinitely.

(I accept without a murmur the popula
tion explosion you preaise, the faaine, and

the panic-need to reduce population "humane
ly".)

You also ask me (and the other readers

for whom I an a representative (albeit self-

...But by putting billions of safe,

dice.
llmnm...you did intend this to be taken

seriously, didn't you?

Tell me yes, Mike;

I hate to be gulled.
But, cheer up, my last grinch of dis

belief is that you expect me to believe that

a world government, even a shaky one, after
having passed laws putting people to 'Total

Death' (no transfer to another young body)
for minor misdemeanors and such (in order to

thin out the demand for Transfers to a dimin
conformist people over fifty (and later those
ishing supply of babies) and which enforced
over forty) years of age into brain-boxes
a Transfer-into-a-box at a relatively early
until their turn comes for a new six-aonthsage, this government I say, after having
old body?
managed all that—would allow womensto

Can't quite swallow that.
Ror can I even briefly contemplate swal
lowing your 'nutrient fluid' in which the

brain is immersed in the box and which is

supposed to keep it alive and conscious.
You scamped that problem outrageously.

Ro way I'm going to let you get away
with it.

A

choose not to have babies if the boxed
brains needed host bodies?

You do mention

that the boxed brains are still voters.
Seems to me that every able-wombed young
woman would be drafted to give birth (from

artificial insemination) to at least two
babies (and there's a good sf novel in that

premise).
But you sluffed-off on these logical

brain needs blood; circulating, oxy

problems in your future and the whole novel

genated, constantly cleaned, well-fed. That

tears to logical tatters and leaves you with

would involve a hell of a lot of plumbing

scrambled plausibility on your face.

and maintenance...and a fantastic drain on

resources.

Even so—as usual you wrote well of
human problems within that leaky plot pot,

Also, why (except for your sacred plot
requirements) was it necessary to keep such
brains conscious?—with only a hearing

sense and voice box as contact with the
"outside" world. Elementary psychology
tells us that such sense-deprivation (to

say nothing of the psycho-physical trauma
of such a radical change) would send a mind
into psychosis i n weeks.

□

and I was carried along (with grinding
teeth).

If you tell me this novel wasn't intend
ed to be taken literally and is an ironic,
allegoric commentary on Mankind and his

foibles, I will wrench that wretched cop-out
from your hands and bonk you over the head

with it.

(FRIENDS COME IH BOXES by Michael 6.
Coney, DAW U01056, 95«)

I

part of us does anyway.

LETTER FROM ROSS ROCKLYNNE
"I picked up the free copy of THE ALIEN

CRITIC to reread the review of 'Ching Witch'!
Hey!

There's no significance to the story.

No deep leaning.

No syibolism

and probably in that part called the hippo
campus.

I lyself was surprised to dis

us long before the cerebral cortex.

any piece of fiction will reveal if studied

'Ching Witch'!

long time.

Perhaps this reflects iy

Incidentally, I've had a thirty—

year bout with tic douloureux (or a first
cousin of it) and this has been a hell of a

(My God, could that be the theie?!)

thing.

"lice review of A, DV, though.

Incidentally, also, I mentioned iy

preoccupation with the real leaning of pain
in the foreword to 'Ching Witch'.'

"'The Problei of Pain' ((Ross is comenting on iy conent on the Poul Anderson nov

elette in the feb. '73 fISF)).

Life

has been using pain, kiddies, for a long,

None in

feeling nothing has iuch significance, if

any.

This old brain is inherited froi

our lost distant ancestors, and evolved in

cover no ioral or theie. I always claiied

soie preiise the story is hung on.

anises, but iiitate that higher part of us,

which special function, I am fairly sure, is

located in san's old brain (paleoencephalon),

Read the

last part of the Afterword, where I confess
just that.

We then refuse to

bow to the dictates of our lisinforned org

"As for the tragic, painful deaths, I

Part of the

don’t think

God likes it, but he did give

answer lies in our lisapprehension of what

us nobility and separateness from our en

pain is for.

vironment; he would have to take that away

None of the researchers ever

discovered that.

Let's put it in tens of

'God did it because:'

All right.

to keep us from slashing into things.

God put

us on Earth, gave us nobility, and knew all

not occur if the people involved had been

the while we were going to buip into our en

vironment.

What else?

And

reflect on this: soie of those deaths would
able to go to the trouble of discovering

We were built to

that pain can be used...even the 'worst'

have 'collisions with environment,' and this

pain...a tall order, I admit; but they could

would inevitably cause daiage to our selves.

have kept theiselves alive, and God would

How are you going to conquer the world with

have been pleased by their feat, since it

out having these 'collisions'?

vindicated hii in at least one lisunderstood

"All right again.
to the organise, pain.

department."

Collisions, daiage

((I don't know about pain being 'curra-

Is the pain sole-

thing nasty God invented to lake you feel

tive', but I can see using pain—that is,

bad?

eiotional pain—as a learning experience.

Think again.

curative leasure.

The pain is there as a

It takes courage and a high degree of ra

The pain is what is felt

in 'awareness' when a collision with envir

tionality and perhaps curiosity and basic

onment' stops the normal flow of nervous en

eiotional security.
((It lust be nice to understand God so

ergy.

But the part of us that uses pain

well.))

does not feel it as pain but only as an en
ergy which is useful to the organise.

"I note you mention having received a re

view copy of THE MEN ANO THE MIRROR.

"The organisi is not in accord with that
higher part of us.

lection of five stories'.

It does what it can to

'Col

Actually, it's a

collection of six stories - they not only

stop the flow of nervous energy even lore,

by increased luscle tension, by taking as

left the title of the sixth story off the

pirins, etc.

contents page, but ran the fifth and sixth

story together in the body of the book, leav
"Pain, then, is what we feel as nervous
energy (I call it pain-energy also) tries to

flow normally.

ing out the title there also, plus the intro

ductory latter to the sixth story.

Where pain-energy flows nor

mally there is no pain.

George

Zebrowski of SEWA was kind enough to write

If we can believe

Ace Books about this, and Miss Connie John

this line of logic our next step is to leam

ston wrote SEWA FORUM #29 acknowledging the

to use pain on purpose, just like that higher

error.
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Naturally I wish this hadn't happen-

ed, but to those readers who showed inter

blocked professional writing.

est I have been giving or sending page-siz-

ten 92 s-f novels, almost all about Mack

ed xeroxes of the missing page."

Miller and the ruthless intergalactic survey

He has writ

team Miller heads.

((The missing material in THE MEN AND

THE MIRROR by Ross Rocklynne (Ace 52660,

He is Jonathan Herovit and he finds him

95<) follows.))

self hallucinating his pen name "Kirk Pol

and" as a real person who is willing and

(Insert, page 168, after double space)

eager to take over Herovit's life and make

"And Then There Was One"—ASTOUNDING

it tick.

SCIENCE FICTION, Feb. I960.

'Sir Isaac Newton provided the idea.

But, alas, even confident Kirk, having
taken over Jonathan's body/mlnd, cannot cepe

He already had worked out the problem
of the hollow planet before I approach

with the mess, and after Janice takes the

ed it in "At the Center of Gravity." My

baby and leaves, and after a series of abra

answer was wrong.

sive contacts with his agent and with a

A decision was made

to set the record straight, even though

no complaining remarks about my ancient

failed s-f author turned college professor
who is a friend/enemy, Kirk gives up and

error had come through.

The ten little

swiftly turns over the problems to an hal

indians implied in the title became six

lucinated space-suited Mack Miller, who in

big businessmen having a bit of a go at

turn, with survey team action and sadistic,

each other under rather strange and, in

paranoid efficiency, seeing all humans as

a matter of speaking, revolutionary con

hostile aliens, rushes into the street and

ditions.

attacks everyone in sight.

Again, a planet was tailored

to fit the problem.'

He ends....

I refuse to give away the ending.

«**•*****•••****••••••****•••**•***•**•**

Malzberg has a low, low opinion of sci
ence fiction as a field, and a low opinion

THE GESTALT PRAYER

of sf writers, and a low opinion of sf fans

"I do my thing, and you do your thing.

and readers.

I am not in this world to live up to

known sf editors and writers as characters.
(Surely the League for Science Fiction Pro

your expectations.

He has adroitly disguised some

And you are not in this world to live

fessionals is the Science Fiction

up to nine.

of America...and surely John Steele is a

Writers

You are you and I an I,

veiled John Campbell, Jr....and surely TRE

And if by chance we find each other,

MENDOUS STORIES is ASTOUNDING/ANALOG...and

it's beautiful.

the disbanded science fiction guild Herovit

If not, it can't be helped."

was kicked out of—is it the Futurians?

—page 91, INSIDE PSYCHO
THERAPY (Signet Y5558, 11.25)

(And who is Wilk Mitchell, the bearded

phoney who is coasting in academia?

Who is

the crusty old dean of sf, V.V. Vivaldi, who
has become deeply involved in something call*

THE ALIENS AMONG US
A review of HEROVIT'S WORLD

ed Process Religion (Scientology?), and who

is the agent, Mack McKenzie?)
I have no business reviewing this book

Most of these are constructs or melds,

by Barry Malzberg—I'm too much in it to

of course, but some have identity in real

give an unbiased opinion—because it's a
satiric-tragic novel about a hack science

life, I suspect.

fiction writer who is coning apart at the

owi guessing.

seams, sinking, lurching, staggering into

Read the book and do your

This Malzberg is clever.

Malzberg himself, as a writer, may have

progressively deeper schizophrenia.

a chunk of identification with poor loser

Herovit; Malzberg's serious stories seem

He is Jonathan Herovit and he cannot

loaded with alienated losers who get in too

cope with his disintegrating marriage or his

28

deep and escape into Badness, and they all
seen to have a bitch/frigid wife.

••***«*•*«**.*..**•.*.

LETTER FROM POUL ANDERSON
But to return to the first line of this

review: I'a into sf and writing too deeply

to be objective about this bitterly funny

"inside" novel about the world of science
fiction and writing. I enjoyed it hugely.
(Bandon House, 14.95)

"Thanks for TAC 6 — lots of good stuff
in it.

But I'd like to coinnent on one piece

of rather ungood stuff, Ted White’s bitchat

SFWA.

How that ny tem as president has ex

pired, praises be, I can state natters sore

plainly than night otherwise have been the
case.

"Praises be indeed, because it was a

"It is incredible to think, at first,

that nan's fate, all his nobility and all

rough year.

his degradation, is decided by a child no

ed, I could have written at least one book;

With the tiae and energy consue-

nore than six years old, and usually three,

as things were, for the first tine in a fair

but that is what script theory clains.

ly long career I began aissing deadlines.

It

is a little easier to believe after talking

This is said in no spirit of self-pity, since

to a child of six, or naybe three.

not only have aost past presidents had a

And it

is very easy to believe after looking around

sieilar experience, but so have other offic

at what is happening in the world today, and

ers, coaaittee aeabers, and everyone else

what happened yesterday, and seeing what

who's given the outfit any service at all

will probably happen tonorrow.

coaaensurable with what they proaised when

The history

So auch for the 'power

of hunan scripts can be found on ancient

they volunteered.

nonunents, in courtroons and aorgues, in
gambling houses an)r letters to the editor,

and prestige' Ted thinks we want.

and in political deba "S, where whole na

you don't gain aiy good will, but rather you

It's pow

er to work your ass off; and as for prestige,

tions are talked down the righteous road by

expend considerable of what you aay have ao-

soaebody trying to prove that what his par

cuaulated in the past, since anything you so

ents told hia in the nursery will work for

is bound to offend soaebody.

the whole world.

But unfortunately, soae

people have good scripts, and soae even

succeed in freeing theaselves to do things
their own way."
—Eric Berne, M.D.

"The safe thing therefore is to do noth

ing, like Ted.

own.
WHAT DO YOU SAY

It's true, he wrote to ae

suggesting SFWA go into publishing on its
I was doubtful of the feasibility, for

various reasons beginning with the question

of where the capital would cone froa.

AFTER YOU SAY HELLO?
(Bantaa Y7711, 11.95)

But I

replied that I was entirely willing to be
persuaded, so if Ted panted to investigate

the nuts and bolts of it and report back, we

POSTCARD FROM BOB BLOCH

could give the aatter serious consideration.

"I found the new TAC especially aeaor-

That's the last I ever heard.

Meanwhile

able for MZB's article, the thoughtful and

quiet people like Lloyd Biggie were spending

inforaative Lowndes letter, and your own re

God knows how aany hard, thankless hours per

view—with his quotes—of the Lowndes'

week on the nuts and bolts of undertakings

THREE EACES OF SCIENCE FICTIOM.

All of

"...Ackeraan just told ae Ace isn't pub

lishing any aore 'Best' annual collections
• • •*
"Sorry you didn't get te

they had assuaed responsibility for.

My file

of his correspondence, with ae and with num

these iteas turned ae on."

Toronto to

share our sufferings in the heat and huaid-

erous others, grew to be soaething like a
couple of inches thick, tightly packed.

it wasn't aeao-pushing.

And

Every itea was busi

ness — queries, replies, reainders, neces

sary behind-the-scenes infighting.

Nor was

ity, or watch Ted White and Harry Harrison

he unique. To naae just one exaaple, by now
enough different people have aoney coning to

exchange pleasantries at the SFWA aeeting."

then froa the Hebula anthologies that the

As a stopgap, I issued a ukase that

trustees have a major job on their hands, an

gotten.

unpaid job like everything done for SFWA ex

nothing was official fros SFWA unless ap

cept the editorship of the books.

proved beforehand by the president — an ao-

"That editorship, by the way, is no cushy

sinecure.

I've been there and I know.

It's

One respected pro

fessional came within an ace of resigning
when he saw the magnitude of the job.

ship' and rather more conendations.

(This

was a stopgap only, to keep us going till
reorganization was accomplished.)

work, harder and more complicated than for
any ordinary anthology.

tion which crew a few screams of 'dictator

"In particular, it was obvious certain

I

loudmouths could not be allowed to create

don't feel that I made wages myself, and

more unnecessary bad feeling.

don't think anybody else did either.

George for any 'censorship,' blame me; he
was only executing a policy I handed him.

"It's true that a fearful lot of time

and energy have been wasted in SFWA.

Partly

■ind.

to arbitrate the matter quietly, out of the
public eye.

oh, never

to reply in the same issue.

fact that in both size ano ambitiousness,

so dreadful?

almost entirely due to those who wrote in.

sure who was supposed to be doing what.

Very little controversy was going on.

That quite commonly happens to voluntary

troversy is fine among those capable of con

My predecessors in office were doing

ducting it with elementary courtesy and re

their best, which was very good indeed; but

spect for truth.

I think probably my ten happened to be the

threshold beyond which the only choices were

"I expect that, under Ted Cogswell, FOR

"With the combined efforts of a number

UM will get lively again.

of people, we did at least least make a

Already the effects

essential, after all the venom which some

persons had been spraying around.

so, especially after the penanent paid se
cretariat which was authorized has been es

"Okay, so it's a lot of work keeping

tablished and broken in.

SFWA going.

Is it worthit?

I think so, or

I wouldn't have stood for office and would

"It is, as said, thankless work, except

n't now be indoors writing this on a lovely

For ex

afternoon.

ample, Ted complains about George Scithers'

The facts are

A publication appeared which

"A few of the worthwhile things are: (1)
The Nebula program. Quite aside from the
merits of the awards (no awards are non-con-

never should have, an utter disaster whose

troversial, from the Nobel on down), it's

consequences would have been irreparable ex
or a lot of behind-the-scenes work

good publicity for the field as a whole, and

and, I'll add, good will on the part of peo

ple who eight justifiably shown none.

But I feel that,

if nothing else, a cooling-off period was

are visible, and should become more and lore

cept

make public statements about whatever was
bothering them.

to overhaul everything or let it sink.

as follows.

But for most of that year,

it didn't seen as if most members eared to

one in which the growing chaos crossed a

having 'castrated' the FORUM.

This

was not the intent of George or myself; con

groups and has been the death of many of

in 'the judgement of your peers.'

Is that really

FORUM did get somewhat bland,

but the truth of the matter is that this was

zational structure, until nobody could be

start on the overhaul.

At the very least, B was to see

the accusation beforehand and have a chance

And partly it is, or was, due to the

SFWA outgrew an originally adequate organi

the*.

When A accused 6 of some wrongdoing, stupid
ity, or whatever, an attempt was to be made

this is inevitable in any organization.
Partly it's due to the childishness of a
noisy few individuals such as—

Don't blase

it puts money in the pockets of writers.

The

(2) The model contracts — more than one

publication was not the fault of any individ

member has told me of finding them useful

ual but of the administrative entropy de

— and much other advisory material and ex
change of information. (3) The monitoring

scribed above, where there simply was no
chain of command.

In fact, it was what

of paperback publications, which are often

drove home to me how bad the situation had

reissued with no notice to the authors, who

30

light thus have no way of knowing ioney was
due thei. (A) Free paperback books to members.

(5) A circulating library of hardcov

er books for those who wish to participate.
(6) Though technically autonomous, the Speak
ers' Bureau, which annually arranges for

all the other officers of SFWA have done
for the organization.

It is mostly behind

the scenes and thus unknown and unappreciat
ed by the membership at large.
((That dutiful bit out of the way, let ae

get to a yowp, which is auch more fun.

quite a few leibers to give lectures for pay.
(7) Library displays and other fores of pub

((You mention an utter disaster of a
SFWA publication which should not have been

licity for science fiction — and by the

way, the new administration is acquiring the

issued and which very nearly wrecked the

means to do some really high-powered PR.
(8) At conventions, liaison with the commit

organization.

tees and a suite for members to relax in —

file of SFWA nags.

I puzzled for a few moments
I dug out my haphazard

over that statement.

I came upon The Proceed

benefits not only directly for convention

ings of the Day Program and Hebula Awards

goers, but indirectly for all through the
good will promoted. (9) Arbitration and re

Banquet: 1970, edited by Gregory Benford,

dress of grievances

criminal publication?

which was issued in...19727

Was that the

It's the only one I

can conceive having caused any waves, because
"The last of these is important but, in
the nature of the case, seldom visible.

Dur

ing ay own term, which was far from unique

in this regard, SFWA got amicably settled a
number of potentially serious disputes not
only between individuals but between writers
and editors or publishers.

It also got, for

sone members, a total of a good many hun
dreds of dollars due them, that they or
their agents had failed to get.

But I'm

not about to naae naaes.

there is

a panel discussion titled "Agents and Bed

fellows" in which Benford, Randall Garrett,
Michael Kurland, Norman Spinrad and Larry
Shaw (with Harlan Ellison joining in later)

get down to specific brass tacks and naae
some names and some unhappy personal exper

iences.
((It THAT what caused all the trouble?
Because I think it was the single most valu

"Except the name of one person against
whoa ay desk accuaulated a large stack of

complaints: Ted White.

in it, after your Keynote Speech,

Besides his publish

er's wretched policies with respect to pay
ment, there's the repeatedly documented fact

that he can't be bothered to report on sub

able, honest, open publication SFWA has ever

distributed to its members.
((Again, if that was the offending pub

lication, the official panic and succeeding

censorship is puzzling and prompts sone hard
questions.

missions for months, often more than a year,
nor can he be bothered to answer queries.
He most certainly never responded to sever

dike, howcua what is said to a few SFWA
aeabers asseabled at an official SFWA Banquet

al polite letters from ae, relaying com

cannot be said to the membership as a whole

plaints and requesting his side of the story

via an official SFWA publication?

in order that we night work together quiet

those aeabers who are able to get to SFWA

ly toward improvement.

Having too much else

on ay hands, I didn't follow up, except to

instruct ay agent to Bake no further sub-

aissions there.

But I expect that, reorgan

Are only

Banquets privileged to first class benefits?
((Or did you, in your official capacity,

object to Harry Harrison's graphic, specific,
invaluable speech concerning contracts?

ization having given it sone muscle, the new
administration will pursue the matter.

And

((Your fear of offending has left ae con

that is still another thing that SFWA is

fused, Poul, and I suspect that the SFWA

fori"

aeabers who subscribe to TAC are also confus
ed...and isn't it a shame the members (those

((Yes, it is easier to carp and yowp

than do Good Works.

I appreciate all the

work and good offices that you, Poul, and

not "in* and privileged) have to learn sone
of the vital intonation of what goes on in

their organization in a muck-raking magazine

like this?

insure that the active members oT armn will

Seeas the bigger the official

bureaucracy of the Science Fiction Writers

have professional interests.

of America gets, the more money is involved,!

tained an agreement from

We have ob

Mr. Elwood-men

the aore cautious and bland and ’For Our Eyes

tioned so prominently in Mr. White's letter

Only' it gets.

—regarding Mr. Elwood's misunderstandings

about commissioned stories, and so far as I
((Well, onward to a letter sent by me
present President of SFWA.))

LETTER FROM PRESIDENT POURNLLLE

know all outstanding grievances by SFWA mem
bers against Mr. Elwood have been settled
to the members' satisfaction.

has been most cooperative.
"I haven't tine for a long reply to Mr.,
White's letter concerning SFWA, and I can't
think that the fans who read your aagazine

really care about the internal workings of
SFWA.

Most SFWA business never gets noised

abroad even within the organization, since
one of its aost iaportant services is aedia-

Mr. Elwood

We have been

quietly working to correct other outstand
ing abuses in the publishing trade, and I

rather think welve done well by the writer

members; at least, the grievance file seeas
to be getting saaller all the tiae.

SFWA

can't do anything about complaints it does
n't receive.

tion of disputes; and that, by its nature,

"We regularly inform the members about

is quiet when successful.

sone basics of the publishing industry; it
"Mr. White seeas aost unhappy because
SFWA will not adopt his scheae for SFWA to

become a publisher.

I regret to say it, but

is, of course, the new members who need this
information most, and we are now compiling a

HANDBOOK discussing contracts, agents, an

a writers' organization cannot be a publish

thologies, and a number of other specifics

er} or so I feel, and it will not do so while

of importance to professional writers.

I aa President.

think SFWA has a rather good record of ac

The conflicts of what to

publish would be too severe and generate too

aany conflicts.

We aay undertake a book ev

I

complishments, given that it has always been

run by professional writers who had a liv

ery now and then, but we won't becoae pub

ing to make and who could hardly devote any

lishers.

thing like full tiae to its activities.

"It aay interest you to know that Mr.
White recently proposed to SFWA that the or

ganization buy the two magazines he edits."
((Yes it does interest ae, as a member
of SFWA and as a fan.

I don't think auch of

the idea, but I'a glad to know. Will this
inforaation be in an SFWA publication?))
"It aay also interest you to know that

"Instead of resigning in protest, per

haps Mr. White should have run for President
of SFWA last year; had he won, he could have
restructured it, or at least put his sugges

tions to a aesbership vote.

Instead, he

has chosen to write his column.
"Finally, regarding the 'POSTSCRIPT',

Mr. Damon Knight is in fact compiling a very

we do have policies; one, recently unaniaous

important section of the forthcoming HAND

ly adopted at the TORCON annual aeeting, con

BOOK and is a valued advisor and past Presi

cerns Mr. White rather directly, I aa sad to

dent of SFWA."

relate.

(We did not request that he be fir

ed or replaced.)

((Yes, the HANDBOOK sounds like an ex

cellent idea.

(('Unanimously adopted'...by how aany

SFWA members present, compared to the total
voting membership of 350-AOO?

Howcua a

Applause.

Credit.

((Ano now Jerry r’ournelle changes hats

and becomes....))

imx

small minority of convention-going SFWA aeo-

LETTER FROM JERRY POURNELLE,

bers make policy decisions for the majority

THE WRITER

of those not present?

I am reminded of that

wI’i sorry you don’t like iy stories.

old sarcastic comment about some people be

Apparently there are a few people out there

ing no re equal than others.))

who buy this stuff who do like them, and I

"We have recently changed the by-laws to

guess I'll just have to live with that.

•*

Really it's not.

know?

STORY.

I honestly think

you ought to have read at least 50 pages

before giving up in disgust.

Woe to the author who cheats hia or

aakes fun of hie.
((Your book, A WORLD OF TROUBLE, was not

I lean, for

friendship's sake, if nothing else."

presented in blurb or cover as a parody of

sf adventures, and I fault the editor and

((It was friendship which got «e through

publisher for not playing fair with the sf

that opening dialog between the hero and the
teen-age spaceship pilot.))

audience.

But editors and publishers know

that parody and satire and japes and spoofs

don’t usually sell well, so they often pack

"Actually I wish the review had cone

age it as 'straight' fiction.

frou one of ay aany chartered eneaies—

((Why don't readers auch like tongue-in-

they all know who they are—since that

would have given ae a chance to totally dis
regard the notice.

cheek fiction?

Instead I suppose I have

Because, again, it cheats

then of their eaotional involveaent and their

to take it seriously, and point out to you

interest in a 'sense of wonder' background,

the error of your ways.

AND it nocks then for liking what is being

ly now.

Like an author.

All right.
Ready?

Serious

Okay, here

aade fun of.
((Also...I suspect readers sense that

I coae.

the author of a parody is saying to thee:

"You aay be right that I got overly cute

in places.

'I'b superior

That's the leprechaun in ae,

and I can't always subdue it.

I'a above

and patronizing.

taking this stuff seriously, like you do.’

I did like

((A satire has to be very, very good to

the 'Tooaey It May Concern,' title of the

overcone its inherent disadvantages.
((I find I've aade ay end-of-the-letter

review—that's giving it back to ae in
spades."

coanents in the niddle.
tinues...))

((That's the way it is—one nan's 'clev

Your letter con

er' is another nan's 'cute'.))
"The only aention of 'galactic control

CROWN' is on the bacover blurb.

"Naturally the quotes you took out of

not controlling any galaxies.

context were taken out of context, and read

to control a few, but as yet it hasn't nan-

ing then like that nakes even ne shudder a

bit.

CROWN is

It night want

aged the trick.

Still, the coanent about the hero hav

I would think that you, of

all people, would realize there's a hell of

ing read the author's outline was sort of
duab, Oick, really, since it's a first per

a difference between a blurb and a book.

son narration, and the hero has already sur

■Oh well.

vived past the end of the story.

It's ay

You also call ay nultipedes 'ren-

dals,' which is right off the cover too.

theory that you can't hope, these days, to

They're really called 'clarows.'

fool the reader into

aakes a aistake there.

thinking that a first-

The clarows aren't the

person narrator is in iaaediate danger on

pages of blurb.

page 17 of a 207 page book.

least bit rhino-like, either.

Pretending

artist's conception.

otherwise is silly."

The cover

Maybe you read 33
That's the

A very clear and de

tailed description is given on page 12.

((Here we cut to the heart of the aat-

Oh

well.

ter, Bob, because I think the reader wants
to believe the hero is in iaaediate danger

"By the way, the book is a parody of

and is eaotionally forgetting the rational

old-fashioned adventures-on-other-worlds sf.

logic of the first-person story-telling.

It's aeant to be funny, in the plot and in

Why has the reader paid aoney for that book?

cidents as well as the style.

Rationally, reading the blurbs and the last

tried to play it straight within the spoof,

two pages would be enough at the newsstand

and virtually every coanent I've received on

for a purely intellectual knowledge of the
story and its ending.

quality of the characters.

And yeah, I

the book has aentioned the unexpectedly real
The background

was thrown together fron a lot of old sf,

((But the reader wants the eootional-in-

plus a six-Bonth stay I had in the Texas
desert back in 196k.

tellectual involveaent with characters and a
3A

"Your problei is that you want serious
stuff.

(There were sole additional, follow-up ques

Well, I say, fuck you.

Wait till ay

tions that I felt should have been asked...

Boy is it serious.

It's so ser

so I wrote Roger and presented thea to hia.

next book.

ious you won't be able to stand it—but
cute, it's very cute.

You won't get past

He qraciously answered.

—Richard E. Geis.)

You light not even lake it past

page 10.
the blurb.

I have spliced thea

into the interview.

But for gosh sake, if you do de

cide to review the blurb again, please say
it's the blurb you're reviewing—then send

PHANTASMICOM:

a copy of the review to Ballantine's blurb
writer.

I'a sure whoever it is will be hap

py to know he's appreciated.”

When you began writing, you
wrote stories the best you

could and hoped they would sell.

Now, ev

erything you write is already under contract,

((Of course, when you stop reading at

page 55, you have to depend on the blurbs

with an alaost-guaranteed acceptance.
How does this fact affect you?

for basic info to provide an idea of what

the unread novel is about.

Blurbs are oft

en very faithful to their books.))

Do you think that perhaps it allows you
to sleep a little, to relax and not worry

about rewriting that slightly off chapter,

to subait a novel that is just "good enough"?
Do you then have a sense of cheating

your readers, by publishing a lesser work
under your quality naae?

Or does JACK Of

SHADOWS have the saae aaount of work in it

that THIS IMMORTAL did?

ZELAZNY:

The lain effect of having contracts
in advance of writing soaething is

that I have perforce shifted alaost exclusive

ly to the writing of novels in recent years.
This is soaething I both desired and requir
ed, in order to reach a point of freedoa neo-

essary for aany things I wished to do. Short
stories were, and still are, ay first love

in sf.

I will eventually get back to thea.

In the aeantiae, however, there are quite a
few things I want to learn about writing

which I can only learn froa the novel.

In every book that I have written to
data, I have atteapted soaething different
—a structural effect, a particular char

acterization, a narrative or stylistic aeth-

od—which I have not used previously.

It

always involves what I consider ay weak

points as a writer, rather than ay strong

points.
UP AGAINST THE WALL,

ROGEB

ZELAZNY

These efforts are for purposes of io

proving ay skills and abilities.

am interview
Let x represent a book I aa writing, and

Copyright 1973 by Jeffrey D. Sai th

y the eleaents with which I aa experiaenting.

(This interview first appeared in the Bov.

Theo x-y is what I know I can do well.

1972 issue of PHANTASMICOM)

count on ay x-y for sufficiency in carrying

I

the entire book, regardless of how y is re

GEISc

in a short story.

Too tight a foriat.

What specifically do you consider
your strengths as a writer?

I could not attempt such expedients

ceived.

Which

weaknesses do you feel you have strengthened,
which reiain?

The sue of all iy y's since I began

writing is the quantity which interests ie

What are your favorite theies or plots?

•ost, for it is out of this that I hope to

Do you have to resist the teiptation to use

enlarge iy x-y ability.

thee too much?

ZELAZNY:

In any given expedient, the balance of

for exanple, increasing the val

determine.

As I see thei, iy strengths as a

writer tend to lie in and about

these factors is a difficult thing to pre

the creation of one solid character per tale,

ue of y to the extent I did in, say, CREA

in descriptions of settings and occasional

TURES Of LIGHT AND DARKNESS, cut the force

ly in dialogue.

of x-y down near the break-even point.

ly trying to improve, with — I think —

I

probably learned more fro* wdting this book

Basic things I have recent

soie success, are stronger characterizations
for secondary characters and a general

than I have froi any other, though.

Right now, I a* much

tightening of plot.

What I ai trying to say is that I oper

concerned with the structure of the novel

ate under a continuing need to expedient,
and the nature of the experimenting requires

itself — pacing, accent, teiporal sequence.
I don't really have any favorite theies

that at least part of the tiae I write froi
weakness. It would be easy to write a (I

or plots.

think) very good book by not purposely in

sane thing crops up over and over until I

Consciously, that is.

If the

troducing the y-eleient, by consciously

finally become aware of its too frequent

avoiding it, by wdting around and slicking

apoearance iy lost recent reaction has been

over my dificiencies.

to supnress it rather than exploit it again.
Not that I would not do another book in-

If I were to do this though, and do it

volving mythological theies and the exper

repeatedly, I would have strong books for a
while—and then soieone would notice that

iences of, say, an iiiortal or long-lived

they were sounding more and snore alike.

individual.

I

cookie-cutter.

I would start to shrivel up

practice at that sort of business.

I could

e an do a nuiber of quick books of that ilk

as a writer.
The nature of iy book contracts has very
little, if anything, to do with the substance
of the books themselves.

I would find it easier than

lots of other things because I have had soie

eight as well be stamping thus out with a

if all that I wanted to do was a nuiber of
quick books.
However, I do not want to get into a

To date, I have

My feelings now are that I will use

found myself possessed of as inch freedoi as

rut.

I ever had with respect to what I say or do

such devices again only if I come up with a

not say.

variation that takes it seei worth doing —

And what I say, or do not say, is

governed by my continuing

in tens of iy own interest in the theies

consideration of

and the opportunities there for experimenta

tion — with what looks like a possibility

The work involved in JACK Of SHADOWS,

for producing a good book bobbing ahead on

for exaiple, as compared with that in THIS

the end of the stick.

IWORTAL, was work of a very different sort

part lore directly:

because of the value I had assigned to y—

but sweat-wise they were about equal.

To answer the other

Do I or have I resist

ed the temptation to use these and other
familiars too much?

—Yes, I have resisted,

several times, recently even.

If a lesser work should appear under ay
name, it will not be because I did not try,

’HANTASMICOM:

but rather tnat y proved too potent a value
tion.

What is the difference be
tween a struggling young writ

or x-y insufficient for its assigned func

er and a lultiple-award-winning author ad-

Such is the number of the beast.
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u1

graphical in order to answer this question

mired as one of the best in the field?

in more than a general way.
ZELAZRY:

The struggling is shifted from

—Emotional satisfaction, for one.

break-into-the-field-and-consoli-

My

own, plus analogues of the characters' feel

date-your-position level to a situation

ings.

where you are competing with the person you

and a kind of high followed by a pleasant

were when you broke into the field and con

fatigue, in that order.

My own mainly being release, relief

solidated your position.
—Intellectual, for another,

GEIS:

Do you worry about competition from

from the

pleasure of contemplating an intentional or
unintentional symmetry, balance, contrast

other established writers?

pattern—as if emerges and works through to

ZELAZRY:

There is room in the world

Ro.

for a helluva let of books and

Something akin to

listening to a piece of music I enjoy.

So long as I can make a liv

their authors.

some sort of completion.

I

give ..erything I am at the moment to what

ing at it, I cannot consider it competitive

I write and I enjoy it in the same capacity.

in the only objective sense that matters.

It is a funny feedback sensation that I do

Subjectively, if someone else writes a

really fine book, the whole area is actual
ly enriched by it, since it spreads its mana
over more of sf than itself.

superstitiously) regard your initial intui

Some days I

feel talented, other tines skillful.
sionally, stupid and lucky.

brilliant but tired.

doubts about what you've written and some
tain sections arise, do you tend to (perhaps

You left out genius, but that's
Also, luck.

In keeping with the fact that
much of your writing is sub

apparently reasonable alternatives for cer

due to your talent—or skill?

okay.

PHAKTASMICCM:

conscious, if you come up with any last

Do you consider your success mostly

ZELAZRY:

to understand it fully.

My best wish

es to the next guy doing it.
GEIS:

not fully understand, but then I do not wish

tions as more correct and truer?

Occa

Then again,

ZELAZNY:

Always.

The worst days are the

ones when I feel tired and stupid both.

I

really don't know how it all averages out.

Somewhere in the middle, I guess.

How all

GEIS:

If your writing is intuitive to a

large degree, how does this square
with your conscious striving to strengthen

Do you feel a risk in

this hooks up with success is a deep meta

your weaknesses?

physical problem which I am content to leave

"tampering" with your subconscious?

with ay elders until I can pass it along to

ZELAZRY:

ay juniors.
PHAnlASMICOM:

Since ay subconscious has survived
all of my .conscious intentions for

What kinds of satisfaction do
you get out of your writing—

in the actual process of writing? C.S. lew
is said (somewhat siaplified) that before

this long and still cones across when I need
it, I tend to trust its viability, malleabil
ity and low animal cunning.

It does seen to operate on an inertia
That is, it is not self

you can approach the criticisa of literature

principle, though.

you have to realize that people read for

critical and it does not seen to go looking

different reasons—and with different con

for new problens just for the fun of solv

sciousnesses, in a sense—and that perhaps

ing them.

the sore qualitative ways you can read a
Book, the better it is. It could be the same
with writing:

seeks to effect in his writing, the richer

his writing will be.

ZELAZRY:

Kinds of satisfaction?

However, it also seens to behave in an
acceptable Kraft-Ebbings fashion, in that

the sore satisfactions one

once I lay sone restrictions on it and kick

it into performing under new rules we achieve

a kind of sadist-masochist relationship,
Many.

I

would have to get quite autobio

with me holding the whip during waking hours.

With this understanding, once things start

THE WORDED THAT WAS INDIA by A. L. Bash-

clicking properly joy prevails all over the
place.

THE UPANISHADS by Nikhllinadag

I can write the other way, too: plot

INDIAN PHILOSOPHY: A CRITICAL SURVEY by

everything Mticulously and then just sit
dew and hit keys.

Chandradhar Sharia;

But I like to leave dark

THE RAMAYAIA;

areas, just to see what will coee to fill

thee.

TRADITIONAL INDIA, ed. by O.L. Chavar

That is one of the chief pleasures I

ria-Aguilar;

The other way, hitting

get out of writing.

GORE AWAY by Ooa Moraes;

keys gets boring and I start feeling like

LIGHT Of ASIA by Edwin Arnold;

an extension of the aachine, rather than

PHILOSOPHY Of THE BUDDHA by

LORD Of LIGHT was full of dark

vice-versa.

areas when I began work on it.

JACK Of

SHADOWS, on the othet hand, was only about

201 shaded.

A.J. Baha;

SHILAPPADIKARAM by Prince Ilango Adigal;
BUDDHISTS TEXTS THROUGH THE AGES (I for

get the editor's naae);

Thus does it shift, vary and

GOOS, DEMOHS ARD OTHERS by R.K. Rarayan,

waver.

GEIS:

Who do you consider the finest sf and/
or fantasy writers alive and working

And around three dozen others—skiewiso— which now elude m.

for CREATURES Of LIGHT AHO DARKNESS:

Why?

today?

Hard to say.

ZELAZNY:

Rothing.

My tastes vary and

for THIS MORTAL:

so does any writer's output. This

in eind, the best?

In no particular order,

then: Clarke, LeGuin, Dick, Tolkien, Heinlein,
liven, to nane the first half-dozen fine

ones who

com

In flSf when the first portion
of LORO Of LIGHT was publish

ed, the author's note said you were working

to aind.

on HIRE PRINCES IR AMBER then, and ware 40,
000 words into it.

De gustibus, is all.

Why?

PHARTASMICOM:

A roadaap of Athens.

Does this equate to the

first half of the novel as published?
GEIS:

Who are the worst?

Do

the two halves of the novel strike you as

Why?

being stylistically or theaatically differ

The worst?

ZELAZRY:

ent?

A low opinion is a

delicate and exotic thing.

If I

ZELAZNY:

nave one too often their potency nay decline.
Then, when there is soaeone I really dislike,

disapprove of and snap ay fingers at, I will

be lacking in the wherewithal to snite hie

point at which this was said. The
book was written very rapidly, so it is all
of a close piece, tine-wise.

1 do reaeeber

though, that I did not think of it in first-

Excalibur will have been dulled.

properly.

I do not honestly reaeeber the

half, second-half terns, but rather as part

I will have been too free with ay kisses of

of a auch longer story.

death and no one will respect m any aore.

Row the second book—THE GUIS Of AVALOR

Ergo, I have no answer for this question at

—has a stylistic shift (I'll leave it to

this tine.

you to deteraine where) because of a long

GEIS:

That's the prettiest 'no content' I've

tiM lapse between the writing

read in years.

and the rest.

of one part

This was unintentional, how

ever, and siaply the effect of ay writing
PHAITASMICOM:

What eajor works did you use

style changing during the interval.

for research in your najor

see the book as suffering for it, though—

aythological works LORD Of LIGHT and CREA

TURES Of LIGHT AID OARKIESS?

I don't

er if I did, I wouldn't adait it.

Did THIS IM

PHARTASMICOM:

MORTAL involve any siailar research?

Is there any chance of your

writing "purer" fantasy than

ZELAZNY:

I already knew sonething of the

JACK Of SHADOWS and the AMBER trilogy—i.e.t

subject area before I began work

world-creation a la Tolkien?

on LORO Of LIGHT, but I road the following:

Have we seen

the last of the Dilvish series, or do you

38

I

have further plans for it?

ZELAZNY:

Tes, there is.

Galaxie portable with a special snap-opart
In all likelihood,

I will—eventually.

I can't say

Not in the ieeediate future.

when, though.

case is ay backup aachine.

Then I have a very light, very saall
Saith-Corona which I take with ae when trav

I do intend, also, to get back to Dilvish,

eling but do not use at any other tiae. Too

but not before I get back to shorter pieces.

light for prolonged use, and I aa not overly

I think I would like to put hia in a novel

fond of the close grouping of the keys.

one day, but I see hie in a nunber of short

pieces first.

My electric is an Olivetti Underwood
Praxis MJ, on which I can coepose—but of

PHANTASMICOM:

Which of your works—long

course this involves sitting at a desk.

or short, whichever it nay

save it for letters, pretty stuff, and very

be—do you consider to be the nost aabit-

very fast stuff.

ious, and to have been the nost difficult

I also keep an old upright Royal around

Is this one your favorite?

to execute?

for sentiaental purposes.

Which piece of fiction do you get the uost
satisfaction froa, and which do you find to

be the aost aiserable failure?

ZELAZNY:

I

typewriter.

2A years ago,
then.

It was ay first

My father got it for ae soae

used,

and it cost all of 15

It is still in great shape, but I

LORO Of LIGHT was the oost aibit-

seldoa use it these days—both because it

ious and the oost difficult.

is not lap-able and because it has an Elite

It

is a tossup between this and THIS IMMORTAL

typeface.

as ay favorite and oost satisfying longer

The aost satisfying typewriter I ever

work.

had was a Sears I Roebuck Tower portable,

I favor "for a Breath I Tarry" and "This
Mooent of the Storo" aoong ay novelettes,

purchased in 1955.

Unfortunately, it fell

apart soae years ago and I never coold find

and "Love Is an Ioaginary Nunber" aoong the

another like it.

shorts.

which I've had a little over four years—

My worst?

is the closest thing to it that I have since

’Song of the Blue Baboon."

coae across.

I wrote it to go behind a cover for IF or

GALAXY.

I had twisted, stretched, bent,

PHANTASMICOM:

folded, spindled and autilated things to
fit in the cover scene.

How auch tiae, relatively

speaking, do you spend on—

I sort of looked

how conscious are you of—the prose, the

upon the cover as the scaffolding that was
holding up the building.

The present Reaington—

sentences with which you phrase your answers
to the sort of questions being asked here?

Due to a coaplex

eixup, the story did not get paired with

(You've got to expect this sort of thing

the cover.

when you're a legitiaate Lord of Sci-Fi.)

Unfortunate.

All the king's

horses, and all the king's guys in araor...

ZELAZNY:

etcetera.

I don't really know.

I pay very

little attention to tiae when I
PHANTASMICOM:

What sort of typewriter do
you generally use?

aa not writing and even less when I aa writ

Can you

ing.

work with an electric on a first draft?
ZELAZNY:

But non-fiction does seen to coae faster

First of all, I do not like to

sit at a desk.

because I aa not working with a plot.

I have never been

able to do auch in the classic underwood observa position.

I write in a seai-reclined

My favorite typewriter for this purpose
is ay Reaington portable. If soaething
should be wrong with it, ay Saith-Corona

it works pretty auch like a reflex.

I aa

not constrained to juggle ay words within

Position with ay feet elevated and the type
writer os ay lap.

I aa

just translating ay thoughts into words, and

the plot-sub-plot-«ituation nest of boxes

and, flowing froa the sessions of sweet si
lent thought, I can bash then and toss thea

—this way, that—with a pitiless irrespon
- sibility, safe in the knowledge that the aed-

AUTHOR'S CHOICE
by Roger Zelazny

iua, like a padded cell, Is stout enough to
contain the sense.

PHARTASMICOM:

Do you like the

tern

Science fiction?

Editor's Rote:

Sci-fi?

els froe VECTOR #65.

tive fiction?

ZELAZNY:

with Roger's permission I ae

reprinting this self-assesseent of his nov

Specula

I prefer "science fiction" because

it is the tens I learned First.

I

He has kindly added

comments on his latest published book, TODAY
WE CHOOSE FACES.

never even heard "sci-fi" until the aid

Copyright (c) Malcolm Edwards, 1973.

sixties.

rights assigned to the individual authors.)

"Speculative fiction" sounds a bit

(All

pretentious, and I learned it later, also.

Maybe it wouldn't sound funny if I'd heard
it first.

Dunno.

I'll stick with ay habit,

though...probably.

PHARTASMICOM:

Do you find cat hairs a haz
ard, psychologically and/or

physically?

ZELAZNY:

I like all of then for different rea
sons, because I wrote then all for differ

ent reasons.
Dislike is equally unaniaous, for all
the things they did not achieve.

I never, save in the most general, con

Only when they are attached to a

versational terns, say what I was atteapt-

vicious and sadistic cat.

ing to do in a particular piece, because I
have really said all that I was able or can

PHARTASMICOM:

Have you anything to say in
your own defense?

ZELAZNY:

I

aa

innocent, pure, noble and

sweet, by reason of artistic li

ed to say about it in the piece itself.

fective, and for this reason not worth wast
ing tine over.

If it is effective then the

cense.

act of explanation becoaes an exercise in

••••••*••«*•*•*•*•****•****••*•*»«•*••*****

redundancy.

AO

If

it requires explanation then it is not ef

*<

So auch for the ideas and intended ef

to harass ay dog when I was a boy.

This leaves then the purely subjective

iapulses theaselves which stirred ay think
ing and feeling equipaent into notion along

the lines that led to the books.

I an not

at all desirous of sharing aore than a few
of the outer circles of ay spirit with ay
readers, and with this proviso in aind I

will tell you soae of the things that help
ed to poke various book-shaped holes in ay

consciousness in tiaes gone by.

I will men

tion three iteas per book:

the way, over the novelization.
LORD OF LIGHT

1.

ly taken by a feeling that he and San were

two aspects of one personality.

stand in a relationship siailar te that of

Goethe's Faust and Mephistopheles.
2.

two aen and one woaan.

My first book.

3.

At the tiae of its

length seeaed next to infinite.

Question:

What could I do to be assured an aaple sup
Answer:

Have lots of

characters representing different attitudes,
so that the narrator would always have soc’e-

one to talk to or talk about.

Question: Who

does this very well?

Aldous Hux

Decision:

Answer:

Bear hie in aind when con

structing the cast of characters, including
the aonoaaniac scientist as a note of thanks

for the assist, but take nothing else.

Do

not lean too heavily on anyone.
2.

The particular Mediterranean afflat

us I wanted caae very close to ay feelings
as aroused by Lawrence Durrell's Prospero's
Cell and Reflections on a Marine Venus.

I

felt this in the opening sequence and tried
to avoid it in the later ones, as I was
aware of ay susceptibility at that tiae.

J.

I reread Cavafy and Safaris as I

wrote, to balance the influence and to keep
things in Greece while I was about it.

DREAM MASTER/HE WHO SHAPES
1.

I wanted a triangle situation, two

woaen and one nan, as I had never written
one before.

2.

I wanted a triangle situation of

Saa, Taaa and Kall

served.

inception, anything over 25,000 words in

ley.

In ay own

aind, and I suppose there only, Saa and Taaa

THIS IW1ORTAL/...AND CALL ME CONRAD

ply of eaterial?

I initially intended to destroy Taaa

partway through the book, but was subsequent

sorts here also, only this tiae involving

★
1.

—I

prefer the shorter version of this story, by

fects.

I wanted a character loosely based

on a figure in a classical tragedy—excep
tional, and bearing a flaw that would saash

It was in writing this book that I

caae to realize the value of a strong feaale

figure or presence in a novel, to balance
and add another level of tension, apart—

or rather, abstracted—froa the purely sex
ual.

ISLE OF THE DEAO
1.

The situation of the aain character

in ay novelette "This Moeent of the Store"
served as the point of departure here, with

the pervasive sense of loss involved in liv
ing past or outliving what could have been

nonuaentally significant, along with the un

certainty as to the present aoaent's worth.

2.

A beginning consideration of the

fact that the psychological effects of aotions perforaed are often aore significant
than ’.he aotives for those actions.

3.

A desire to relax after the narra

tive line in LORO OF LIGHT.
CREATURES OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS

1.

A further desire to relax.

This

book was not really written for publication
so auch as ay own aauseaent.

It achieved

this end.

2.

The Steel General cave first, as a

character in a vacuua, bom of an early

aoming viewing of the filo TO DIE IN MADRID.
3.

I wanted to write a piece in «4iich

ay feelings for ay characters were as close
to z«ro as I could aanage.

hia.

3.

I have never been overfond of Ger-

■an shepherds, as there were two which used

DAMNATION ALLEY

1.

I wanted to do a straight, style-be-

daaned action story with the pieces fall

wherever.

Movement and eenace.

★

Splash and

color is all.

2.

A continuing, saall thought as to

how important it really is whether a good
There you have three iapulse-iteas per

aan does soaething for noble reasons or a
aan less ethically endowed does a good thing

Three seeaed as good a figure as any.

for the wrong reasons.

3.

book, with no assignaent of rank intended.

Had the No play buried near the end

I like ...AND CALL ME CONRAD because 1

of the book-length version been written

was satisfied with ay central character.

first I would probably not have written the

dislike it because of the contrived nature

book.

of several of the conflict scenes, which I

I

juggled about so that there would be high
NINE PRINCES IN AMBER

points of action in each portion whether it

I will refrain froa saying anything

was serialized in two parts or three.

about this one, as the entire story is not

I like HE WHO SHAPES for the background

yet finished.

rather than the foreground.

1.

Macbeth and the aorality plays were

17» century aetaphysical poetry, in

the soul A body dialogues and
3.

ner death-wish business.

I dislike it be

cause Render turned out to be too stuffy

on ay wind here, as were
2.

I thought it

an effective setting for the Rougeaont-Wag-

JACK OF SHADOWS

for the figure I was trying to portray and

Jill was far too flat a character.

Jack Vance.

I like LORD OF LIGHT for the color and

saoke and folk tale effects I wanted to
TODAY WE CHOOSE FACES
1.

achieve.

BLACK LAMB AND GREY FALCON, by Re

becca Vest.

No siaple, direct one-for-one

I dislike it because I uninten

tionally let ay style shift.

The fjrst

chapter and the final chapter, which suc

connection anywhere, but I kept reading this

ceeds it temporally, are farther apart in

book, alaost coapulsively, the entire tine

terns of tone than now strikes ae as appro

I was writing FACES.

priate.

I cannot think of one

without thinking of the other.

I took noth

ing intentionally and I do not see any unin

Everything that cate between caus

ed ae to drift froa an initial foraalisa.

If I had to do it again, I would rewrite

tended parallels, but I ha ve a feeling there the first chapter though, rather than the

was sone sort of influence, on soae abstract
level.

that I had felt this way.
2.

Part I originally was to occur as a

flashback between Parts II and III, but
this was later changed.

The assault on Sty-

ler's citadel was the first thing that cane
to ae about this book; i.e., it preceded
theae, plot, setting, secondary characters.

3.

rest of the book.

This was the first tine in years

The "feel" of the

I like ISLE OF THE DEAD because I like

Sandow, I like his world and I was pleased

with the course of the action in it.

I dis

like it because I was so pleased with the

way it was aoving that I fear I slicked it

overauch in aaintaining the pace and trying
to aake everything fit neatly.

House was a thing

I like CREATURES OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS

I had had with ae for years, while working

for the sense of power and verfreadungseff-

in one of three largest governnent buildings

ekt granted ae in dealing with everything

in the world.

Also, those daaned telephones.

I aa still fairly close to this one, sa

it is difficult to be objective.

and everybody in the piece.

I dislike it

because I eeployed it only for that purpose.
I like DAMNATION ALLEY for the overall

I can only

say that I aa pleased with the tightness of

subjection of everything in it to a Stani-

the plot, and if I had the whole thing to so

slavsky-Boleslavsky action verb key, "to get

over again I would catch the typo in the

to Boston".

second line on the last page.

on.

I dislike it for the sane reas

I like JACK OF SHADOWS for Jack, Rosalie, fiction.

Morningstar and the world in which they act.
I dislike it because I now think I should

have telescoped the action soaewhat in the

first third of the book and expanded itaore
in the final third, producing a stronger

that isn't about an iaaortal aan/aen/elite

its spell upon ae and while I'a reading hia

I like and dislike all of thea,
These reasons

have tended to alter as the world grows old
er and doubtless will continue to do so.

wish to learn how to write.

Granted

he would do well to try a novel soaetiae

But the Zelazny narrative aagic casts

Basically, coldly, I cannot single out

one of these books as preferred above the

for very different reasons.

Granted

with super powers.

overall effect.

others now.

Granted Roger has weak spots.

he is self-indulgent now and then.

I

Therefore, the

dislikes are sore inportant to ae than the
likes, while the iapulses involved are eith
er totally frivolous or an angle-shot of

I rarely boggle.

I aa swept along until the

last page, usually in one day.
So now I tend to aistrust ay judgeaent,

as far as Zelazny goes.

I often can't see,

or pass over as uniaportant, the flaws in

his books other critics see.
Yet...I can't see a dawned thing wrong

with his latest, TODAY WE CHOOSE FACES.

the way ay wind works, or both.

I

way be blinded by ay eaotional in-tuneness
with hia and this book, but I'a wowed and

dazzled and full of adairation.

LETTER FROM ROGER ZELAZNY
"Busy suaaer.

If anyone you know ever

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR SALVAGING Ft000 OR

for Preservation, Adainistrative Oepartaent,

Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., which

give too precise an idea of its storyline

would cheat the reader who had not yet en
joyed it.

details the latest techniques for preserv
Freeze thea first if it

Would it be enough to say that in ay

happens, and write for the booklet.

estiaation TODAY WE CHOOSE FACES is the fin

"The freezing technique was developed

I've had

experience wity it recently and it does seea
effective.

It's a novel struc

tured for revelation as it is read, and to

froa the Office of the Assistant Director

after the Florence flood of 1966.

want to give away the twists and turns, the
surprises, the wonders.

WATER-DAMAGED LIBRARY MATERIALS, available

ing soaked books.

Such a book presents all kinds of prob-

leas for ae as a reviewer, though; I don't

has the problea, there is a booklet titled

Just thought I'd pass that along

est novel Roger Zelazny has written in years?
That it will probably win a Hebula and/or

Hugo Award, that it has the best eleaents
of A.E. Van Vogt and Alfred Bester...a com
bination of THE DEMOLISHED MAI and THE WORLD

for whatever it nay be worth.

OF A...with a pure Zelaznyan angle of plot
"Just back froa Ohio, where the flooding

occurred, and into the third Aaber book.

I

finished one this suaaer that I rather like
—DOORWAYS IB THE SARD.

Well....

Still

hoping to aake it up to Toronto."

and style, a dazzling concept of the future
of aankind, a clone of superaen/selves/self,

a series of vendetta aurder aysteries and
suspenseful

chases, incisive and thought

provoking exaainations of Freedoa vs. Con

trol of Mankind, of basic questions: does

the end justify the aeans; can aan's nature

the case of the blown clone

* review of TODAY WE CHOOSE
FACES
1 oust adait that a new Zelazny novel
’loost always seduces ae. I'a instantly on

■Y back, reading coapulsi.vely, ay aind busy

*ith the pure enjoyaent of well-wrought

be changed; should aan be changed?

There are levels of entertaineent—the
perfect coabination of sense of wonder, aotion-scspecse, and food-for-thought.

Alto

gether a teautiful aeld: a superior work of
science fiction. (Signet A51-Q5M5, 95<)

"Linotypers, by the way, are curiously
satisfied with their lot.

I never heard of

one wishing to be an author.

They are the

ones who 'set' from the author's manuscript.
Their contenpt for authors is mountainous,

because they know that authors cannot spell,
usually know nothing about grammar and care

less, and abandon punctuation to the limbo
of forgotten high school acrobatics.

flooded rivers.

This extract (ellipses not mine; the verse
appears as an epigraph to Chapter A, on p.
32), like the title itself, comes from that
vast suet pudding of an epic poem, SOHRAB

AND RUSTUM, nebbich, by Mathew Arnold.

Re

gardless of the poem's merits, or lack of
them, it certainly cost Mr. Arnold a deal

of research; and if he assures us that huge

"To my own positive stupefacation I

trunks of trees turn up in the rivers of

note, from some recent material, that even

the treeless plains of Transoxonia, I, for

George Bernard Shaw, when he wrote letters,

one, am not prepared to deny it.

misspelled, punctuated vilely, and let syn

tax go hang.

It is a characteristic of suc

cessful authors that the more successful
they are the less they know about writing.

"And if in those treeless plains (or,

if you will, steppes), why not in others?
tra la"
((I leave it to David Williams, or Lin

"I have also noted through the years

with grave misgivings concerning the copy
book maxims and truisms I was early taught

that the less work men do the more money

they make, and the harder they work the less
they seem to get anywhere.

tioned in the book that there was a river

flowing by that log cabin village depicted.
((You got some odd books in your col

lection.))

There are a

great many exceptions to the latter, but

fewer exceptions to the former thesis.

Jo******************************************

Why

this should be I have no idea since surely

it would be pure

Carter, or others, to tell us if was men

A LETTER FROM STAN BURNS

Communism to question

copybook homiletics, or to have an idea."
—Jack Woodford, WRITER'S CRAMP (1955)

•**•*♦•**★*♦♦*••♦*•*•*»♦••♦*••♦♦♦•*•♦****•*

"I'm of two minds about how VERTEX is

doing.

I picked up a copy of #3, to find

one of my photo’s from David's TREK books
inside (of James Doohan).

I have no idea

of how it got there, but they lacked permis

LETTER FROM AVRAM DAVIDSON
"In your issue #5 (which I do not have

sion to publish it (not to mention the fact
that I didn't get a credit line, much less
I sent an angry 'rip-off' letter

to hand), there is a complaint by David B.

payment).

Williams that Lin Carter, in the latter's

to the editor, Du haven't received a reply
(it's been a month and a half). I haven't

book, THE QUEST OF KADJI, makes a booboo.

The b. in question consists, according to

yet figured out what I should do about it;

Williams, in having a village made of logs

the only winners in a lawsuit are the law

located in a treeless steppe.

yers...."

Admittedly

the logs did not get there courtesy of Sears

FOLLOW-UP LETTER FROM STAN BURNS

Roebuck or a mfger of Swedish frepabs, arg"Got an update on the VERTEX affair to

al, Carter goofed.

day.
"But did he?
"I quote from a book entitled THE FAR-

Jerry Pournelle called me and said he

had talked to Don Pfeil at Torcon.

Seems

some action is in the works, the only ques

DISTANT OXUS (Abridged Edition), by Kather

tion is when.

ine Hull and Pamela Whitlock ("With an Aft

give me a credit line in some future issue

Apparently they are going to

erword by Arthur Ransome") and published by

for the photo of mine they used in

MacMillan, I quote:

some small reimbursement.

and

But it's been ov

er two months now since the issue appeared

an unlopp'd trunk it was, and

and I wrote them a letter.

Gnarl.

huge, Still rough: like those which men
in treeless plains....fish from the

"Have you ever been ripped-off?

It has

given me sole insight into a previously un

poetically and probably doesn't realize it

suspected aspect of iy personality.

comes across as affected.

I've

always thought of lyself as a reasonable,

soft-spoken individual.

As when Reba, a

very expensive whore in the Seventh Heaven

Now I find I'm so

pleasure space station, having inhaled a

pissed off by the whole thing that I could

special psychedelic gas released by Shannon,

do physical damage to another human being.

the space pirate hero in order to get away

So iuch for iy nonviolent nature.

I sup

from the Patrol, speaks this to Shannon:

pose I should be grateful for the insight
this has given me into lyself, but it hurts.
When I was in college (long, long ago...

ghee, has it really been over three years?)
.... I was deep into the peace movement.

I

used to care what this country was doing in

The use of napali and all that shit

Nai.

over there lade me ashamed of ny country.
Now I've been out in the 'real world' (as

"Do you come from my country?

I

seem to remember you with your legs

like pillars and your heart a locked
citadel.

Shannon you call yourself,

but I remember the bitter fruit into

which I bit, and the juices still stain

ay soul."
And earlier in the book, this:

my father calls it) and the struggle to make

'Sleep came like a virgin to Shannon, wary

it as a photographer dulls ny empathy and

and shot through with fears.'

sense of outrage.

too bad, actually.

I can't even find myself

outraged at Watergate, all I feel is sone

kind of intransient pityfor the poor slobs
I used to be such an ide

that got caught.
alist.

I hope that the kids in school to

day arer.'t being fed the same 'truth, jus
tice and the American way' garbage I believ
ed when I was their age.

8ut all through the book Starson, a

homosexual astrogator, Reba, and Shannon,

make graceful, improbable speeches at each
other, analyzing states of mind and soul.
(Even so—solid psychological insights are
provided and are of value.)

Maybe Heinlein is

right, maybe survival is the only important
value.

That's not

To hell with justice and empathy and

The novel is about love—lack of, fight
ing for, fighting against, coming to terms

law and compassion and charity....long live

with.

ME!!!"

an alien planet in a little-known galaxy

((No, ME!

To hell with you!))

Shannon and Reba end up marooned on

and Shannon has finally succumbed to his

suppressed idealism and need for love and

has decided to accept the vulnerability ac

SHIT----- MYTHED AGAIN!
a review of MYTHMASTER
A long time ago, when I was publishing

cepting and giving love brings.

The book is also a space adventure, de

tailing Shannon's use of psychedelic gas pel

PSYCHOTIC and then SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW

lets to incapacitate 8 section of a city

and the world was young, I read Leo P. Kel

while he and his men steal recently fertil

ley's first novel.

It wasn't bad.

I've forgotten its title.

Pretty good, in fact.

ized ovum from women to sell to a population
hungry outlaw planet...and his theft of

cells (for cloning purposes) from naturally
But then he published a bad novel which
I overkilled as 'shit' (accurate in the ver

nacular, but, well, not a politic thing to
say) and Leo refused to have any more con

fat people for sale to aliens who like suc
culent human flesh for dinner.
The science in this novel is ridiculous

tact with me; in fact, he let his subscrip

wish/fantasy, but Kelley doesn't care since

tion lapse.*

it is subservient to his love conflicts and

Since then I've read two more of his

bocks—recently TIME:110100 which I thought

3 pretent;our mistake and said so in a re»i«w, and now his Dell book, MYTHMASTER.
It's better, but he still likes to write

character change.
Kelley did do a good job of painting a
future legalized criminal subculture (in
actual 'undercities' built beneath the

"square" uppercities of legal, law-abiding

citizens) on Earth, and in the creation of

a super-rich extra-legal evil villain who
(horribly burned) floats on a bed of air

by sense and balance, it is still not pret

above a naneuverable disc and who comnuni-

useful.

ty, but it is not dan erous and often it is

cates via a telepathic alien.

It was useful to ne and I knew it.'

—Lillian Hellnan, PENTIMENTO: A

BOOK OF PORTRAITS

In the end Shannon, the cold, calculat
ing nercenary loses his wealth, his ship,

a******************************************

his crew, his fiercely defended freedoa—
and regains his soul and succuabs to a love

LETTER FROM ALEXEI PANSHIN

ly woaan's love.

"Since I don't see Ted White as often as

Mythology triuaphs: love still conquers

all.

I did when we both lived in Brooklyn, I was

(Dell 6216, 95<)

very interested to learn his reasons for
quitting the Science Fiction Writers of Am

*So what does he do?

Today, 10-9-73, he

erica.

subscribed to TAC and wished ne good luck

with the nagazinel

However, in an anecdote about ne,

Roger Elwood and George Scithers, Ted's mem

I swear I'll becoae a

ory has nis-served hin.

Changed Man if Harry Harrison ever sub
scribes. (Never aind what I'll change into.)

"First, I did not quit SFWA in disgust,
or even out of high noral principle.

I quit

because I don't feel confortable belonging

to clubs and I couldn’t see any practical

'Dashiell Haaaett, who never wanted much

to live in New York, had rented the house of

reason to stay in this one after the initial

a rich professor who was a Napoleon expert.

glow had faded.

Its over-foraal Directoire furniture was

"Second, sone tine later, I discovered

filled each night with students who liked

that Roger Elwood was naking a practice of

Haaaett, but liked even better the free al

coMissioning stories and then not accept

cohol and the odd corners where they could
sleep and bring their friends.

ing then and it seemed

That Bakes

it sound like now, when students are often
inte esting, but it wasn't: they were a dull

generation, but Dash never auch exaainedthe

letter to the SFWA FORUM.

Since my purposes

were purely inforaational, I withdrew ay
letter when Roger wrote a letter of his own

people to whoa he was talking if he was

spelling out his buying policies clearly.

drunk enough to talk at all.'

More than this, in his letter Roger agreed

• ••
'I was on the eighth version of the play

to pay for

all

assigned stories in the

future, whether or not he accepted then.

((THE LITTLE FOXES)) before Haaaett gave a

This seeaed generous and fair to me.

nod of approval and said he thought naybe

everything would be okay if only I'd cutout
the "blackaaoor chit-chat."

to ne that my fellow

writers should know of this, so I wrote a

"Third, George Scithers' letter to ne

I knew that the

was nuch nuch stranger than Ted renenbers.

toughness of his criticisa, the coldness of

It was written to ne addressing me in the

his praise, gave hia a certain pleasure.

third person, discussing ne as though I were

But even then I, who a not a good-natured

a half-wit.

woaan, adaired his refusal with me, or with

received in ay life that I'a saving special

anybody else, to decorate or apologize or

placate.

ly to frame soneday.

It cane froa the aost carefully
If the honesty

was nixed with harshness, I didn't ouch

"P.S.

desire to take an occasional swipe is there

The third?

I don't aind being one of R. A.

Lafferty's favorite sf writers one little

in aost of us, but nost of us have no reas

bit, even if it's only in spots."

on for it, it is as ainless as the pleasure

When it is controlled

gotten around to paying ne yet.

Well, cone to ay house soneday and sneak a
peek on ny wall.

care, it didn't seen to ne ay business. The

in a piece of candy.

One of the other two

is froa Sol Cohen explaining why he hadn't

guarded honesty I have ever known, as if one
lie would suck up his world.

It is one of three letters I've

****
•
**
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»
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penis envy (.penis envy! In 1973 he talks
about penis envy); of A5 people listed for

LETTER EROM VONDA N. McINTYRE
"Thank you for the copy of THE ALIEN
CRITIC.

Much of it is very interesting, but

I think I will pass on subscribing to it.

next issue or published in #6, one is a wo

man.

It is steeped in a tone that takes me feel

"As I said, you are entitled to your op

very uncomfortable, as reader and potential
contributor.

inions, and to the self-righteous antifemin
ist ambiance (conscious or unconscious) of

I have to deal with enough

sexism already without paying to read more

your magazine.

of it.

tribute to it."

But I would rather not con

So 1SM),
Give me
A/WS, GOb-

((Granted sf is male-oriented because
most of the sf readership is male...and sex

ist.

Most sf writers are male and are more

comfortable writing about males...and most
male editors share that comfort and edit
for the overwhelmingly male sf audience.

Society changes slowly on certain levels,
quickly on other levels.
((You seem into a self-fulfilling proph
esy, Vonda—by avoiding participation and

educational contributions. And do you think
I printed Michael G. Coney's letter in #6

because I agreed with him or because it was
good copy?

"You and your contributors are entitled
to your opinions.

But it depresses me tre

((As long as men can beat up on women on

mendously to see many people in sf pulling

a one-to-one physical level, women will be

into their shells and creating a misogynis

sex objects, cultural 'victims' and to a
greater or lesser degree—property.))

tic society that is out of date even in the

real world, much less in the supposedly forward-looking realm of science fiction.

•**«
*»
••
•««

Soft

core porno with paper-doll women characters

LETTER EROM MARJORIE AAB

receives rave reviews; a nan who claims not
to be a crank dismisses the anger and hostil

"Be: Michael Coney's inane remarks about

ity of women—my anger, my hostility—as

ers criticize other writers they usually

•>7

Joanna Russ' 'When It Changed.'

When writ

betray a bias that lurks unknown ana unnot

In Hr. Coney's case

ed under the surface.

he has revealed hiaself doubly:

LETTER FROM ROBT. MOORE WILLIAMS
"Once, long ago and far away, when con
fronted with such stateaents as appeared in

"In the first place I suspect he has

the Scott Meredith letter you printed in

been looking for a way and a place to vent

your last issue, I would juap on ay white

his West Indian experience, and he found it

typewriter and dash sadly off in all direc

in Ms. Russ' story.

tions, correcting error.

He could be hostile

without admitting the focus of his hostili
ty.

Anything that is even suspected of be

retired, I aa no longer so hot and bothered

ing associated with the woaen's liberation

about correcting error.

aoveaent is daaned autoaatically in soae
ainds (both aale and feaale).

I be?

"Secondly, I doubt very auch if Joanna
Russ is suffering froa penis envy.

What

she is talking about are tough-alnded, prac

tical woaen surviving in the face of a very
real disaster.

This is not to say that aen

are not tough-ainded and practical.

The

story happened to be about woaen.

"Personally I've always thought a penis
aust be unhandy and uncoafortable a lot of

the tiae.

Is it possible that Mr. Coney is

suffering froa vagina envy?

Perhaps he ling

ered too long over Heinlein's description

of Eunice/Johann getting screwed for the

first tine and decided he was aissing soaething.

Now, however, that

age and wisdoa have coae upon ae, and I have

Why the hell should

The world is full of lies, distor

tions, and other kinds of saoggy horseshit..

Why should I wade back into the New York
literary cesspool?

I've been there, I know

how each it stinks, and I want no part of it.

"So, dear readers - and those of you
who are little bastards too - you can be

lieve the SM letter or you can believe ae.

If you want further data, Noraan Hochberg
is printing the whole correspondense in his
fan aagazine.

((Hochberg, 89-07 209b St., Queens Vil
lage, NY 11427.))
"I was surprised at the SM letter, which

indicated a great lack of understanding of
SE fans.

Didn't the agency understand that

the fans would pursue every conflicting

"If Mr. Coney writes Mr. Ellison to coa-

stateaent right down to the last coena and

plain, and if Mr. Ellison's introduction to

would whoop and holler through the fan aaga-

the Russ story is any indication Mr. Coney

zines with their findings?

aay be handed his head.

cy think it could snow you and ae and the

$F fans?

Or did the agen

The agency is naive.

"At this point I an quite pleased that

the only Coney book I own was purchased at

a flea aarket for ten cents so he has none
of ay aoney.

Next tiae we have a coven aeet-

ing we aay toss it in the fire and dance

around the fire widdershins.

Not one back hair

even lifted froa its resting place.
"This is growth.

Once it was other

wise, as those of you who reaeaber ae aay

"Your journal, Dick, is shaking down
nicely.

"In point of fact, the SM letter creat
ed only aauseaent in ae.

I still i ss REG a little; there

were sone loose ends you couldn't (or would

recall.

Since retireaent, I aa devoting

the rest of ay life to what I call 'the pr<H

cesses of spiritual growth.'

n't) tie up.
"Phillip X. Dick's letter scared the
living hell out of ae.

Up to now I'd just

had the hell scared out of ae.

I've never

been outspoken about being anti-war or anti
Nixon or anti-anything (except aaybe blind
prejudice), but I've associated with sone of
the outspoken.

My Gawd, I wonder if I'a on

someone's shit list just because.

"fine words but what do they aean?

I

could tell you but why should I?

I aa no

aissionary to give you the word.

It is

enough to say that I lived in pain and gas

trointestinal distress for 23 years, this

during the days when I kept hot ay white
As a result of intensive prac-

,

tice of part of what I call 'the process of

|

typewriter.

spiritual growth,' all of these painful hon-

rors are gone with yesterday.

honeycoab-like ruins discovered in the des
ert?) (How did the crew of the Condor die,

"But, as I aable off into the sunset to

await the arrival of the star ship that will
take ae back to Taliessin's land 'in the re
gion of the su»»er stars,' I do have for

you a few words of wisdoi distilled froa the
experiences of 37 years as a free-lance wri

ter.

These are the words.

Turn your own

crank, ay brothers, turn your own crank."

and why/how did they alaost all’ instantly

becoae mental vacuues?)

(What are the

'flies' aention in the last log entry of
the Condor?)

(How does the archeological

evidence of past robotic civilizations and
abruptly terainated evolutions of life-on-

land tie in with the bizarre, 'instinctive'
aetal life-fora now in existence?)

Lee respects his readers and doesn't
"Here's sonething I thought you could

use as one of those strategically placed
fillers in THE ALIEN CRITIC.

It's a coa-

treat thee as idiots by using idiot charac
ters who perform idiot acts (in order to

follow an idiot plotline).

aent I heard in a Portland theatre after a
showing of LAST TANGO IN PARIS.

It was

voiced by a Biddle-aged upper aiddle-class

dressed lady.

She said, 'Ieagine!

After

playing a aan like the Godfather, playing

One of Lea’s apparent favorite theaes is

used in this book—the inexplicable alien

life-form

that survives, undefeated, enig-

aatic, in the face of aan's determination to

conquer it and fully understand it.

soaething like that...'

"I guess it's quite a coaedown froa a
sweet, gentle, grandfatherly Mafioso Don to

playing a sweet, savage, fatherly stud."

better to leave alone, some things it is

best not to view through our usual friend/

eneay instinctual lens.
—Mark Proskey

He is

saying to us there are sone things it is

It is aan vs. one

aspect of the universe, and the universe

*»•**•***•**♦••♦*•♦»♦*•*♦••♦***»***»*•*•»*•

could care less.

AN ALIEN VIEWPOINT-----Five SF
Books From Another Culture

but in a more traditional form and with a

We proceed at our own risk.

In a way, Lea has written SOLARIS again,
less ambiguous ending.

OUT ON A DANGEROUS LEM
a review of THE INVINCIBLE
Firstly, it's a solid, engrossing, well-

constructed, keenly detailed sf adventure:
the story of the Invincible, an Earth Fed
eration space cruiser investigating the dis

appearance of a sister ship, the Condor, on
a strange, Earth-like planet in the Regis

systea.

seea taken froa the English sub-titles of

foreign aovies, full of out-of-date slang

and syntax, the way soae foreign-bom trans
lators are fixated in their knowledge of the

Aaerican patois.

This is Lea twice-reaoved—froa the

The Puzzle Plot is always irresistible,
'specially when the author has hooked you

properly and knows his business. Unquest
ionably, Stenislaw Lea is a highly skilled
writer on every level—the entertainaent,

Well—at least in this book.
is superb every tiae.

original Polish to Geraan to Aaerican.

Wen-

dayne Ackeraan did the Geraan-to-Aaerican
translation and it is adequate.

If you've

read any of the Ace PERRY RHODAN novels you

know her style.

(A Seabury Press Continuua

Book, |6.95)

the intellectual, the wonderous.

Nobody

In THE INVINCIBLE Lea leads the reader
down blind alleys, into deceptive comers,

through baffling questions while leaving
••its and pieces of accuaulating information

’iong the trail.

The writing is a bit Strange—the di
alogue and soae person-to-person contacts

(What are the aassive,

a

OOPS, THERE GOES THE BABY WITH
THE BATH WATER....
a review of MEMOIRS FOUND IN A
BATHTUB
There is a Halt to the distance clever
ness, absurdity (which wears out and runs on

its rims very quickly), and non-plot charact

surdum of security paranoia, government...

erless, Kafkaesque satire can be carried be

is pointed, funny, tragic and beyond a cer

fore it becoies repetitive, pointless and

tain point, a drag.

boring.

Lea makes his points, scores with

The translators' (Michael Kandel and

ridicule, satirizes the usual targets...

Christine Bose) style is smooth, seems ac

again and again and again.

curate and true to the spirit of the novel

I tired of his repetition halfway through
the book.

and to Lem.

I cannot fault their work.

1 can fault Stanislaw Lea, who didn't

The Introduction is ironic and perceptive

and amusing—as it tells of how, fron a per

know when to stop whipping a horse he had
ridden to death. (A Seabury Press Continu

spective 1200 years in the future, our pres

um Book, 16.95)

ent civilization went down the flusher when

a sub-atonic catalyst named the Martian Ag
ent (inadvertently brought back by a space

probe to one of Uranus' noons) spread like

A GOOD GOD IS HARD TO KIND...
YOU ALWAYS GET THE OTHER KIND
a review of HARD TO BE A GOD

lightning around the world—turning all pa

per into a gray ash.
Think about it.

ALL paper.

The arrogance of Truth and The Word is

well illustrated in this novel...this soc

Anyway, the historians of the future

ially redeeming novel...this surprising Rus

necessarily have a warped and inconplete

picture of our era.

sian display of credo and criticism.

They only have one sur

viving paper nanuscript, and that was found

And this is one of the few science fiotion novels I've read that is deeply involv

in a bathtub in a vast, secret, under-mountain city (labeled the Third Pentagon) which

ed in the intense personal and philosophic
al life of the protagonist while aFthe same

had suddenly filled with lava fron a volcan

time well-integrated with a suspenseful, ex

ic rupture.

citing adventure.

The nss. is the story of a nameless nan

There is no real resolu

tion to the adventure, but it doesn't seem

with no past, no fanily, no initial status,

to matter—the reader has been well-served

no character, no name, who becones involved

both intellectually and emotionally.

ever nore inextricably in the nacabre secur

All this in spite of an imperfect trans

ity nachinations of the super-secret defense

lation.

city which is called the Building.

Wendayne Ackerman isn't the best

translator around, but she did manage to

Candidly, the entire Building population

transmit the core and some of the grace of

are mad as Hatters, ludicrously delusioned

this exceptional Russian s-f novel by the
brothers (Arkadi and Boris) Strugatski, ev

and paranoid.
The poor protagonist cannot nake head or

en if she did screw up the paragraphing and

confuse some of the dialog (it's difficult

tail of anything, he follows false leads,
false logic, false instructions up one cor

in places to identify who is saying what to

ridor, down another, into one insane office

whom, and interior monologues are hard to
separate from dialog).

and twisted government function after anoth
er...never gets a straight answer, never

I liked very ouch the realistic aspects

resolves anything, never fully understands

of the protagonists double life as a feudal

what is or is not going on...and finally, in

nobleman and Earth agent (having to maintain

a fit of frustration and despair, commits
suicide. (I skimmed the last half of the

the reputation of a dandy and lover-about-

book, almost as frustrated and despairing
as the nameless tool/protagonist.)

keeping halfway intelligent, loyal house

town-without-really-doing-it; finding and
servants; seriously misjudging the opposi

tion; being a fabulous swordsman and still

This treadmill absurdist satire on bur

avoiding killing anyone).

eaucracy, the military, the reducto-ad ab-
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He is a Russian socialist on a planet
in a far solar system in the future (after

complicated palace coup involving double-

socialism has triumphed, apparently, on
Earth) trying to salvage soee shreds of ru

monks and a new Holy Order, Rumata is res

dimentary science, arts and letters from

cued by his friends and sinks into a blue

the erratic, suicidally stupid anti-intel-

funk.

plans are knocked into a cocked hat by a

cross and a horde of invading black-clad

lectualism of a feudal, medieval human so

A savage, bloody, fascinating novel.

ciety and culture.

Because I am behind in my reading, I tried

That's a setup, of course—this lightyears distant Earthlike planet with fully
huean natives.

ian novel.

to skin this book, but it kept dragging me

into it, slowing me down, involving me...
the sure sign of a good book. (A Seabury

It's a stage for this utop

Press Continuum Book, 16.95)

The brothers Strugatski use it

to point out (breathtakingly, boldly, trans
#

parently, yet indirectly) the flaws and

faults of present-day Russia, especially
its anti-intellectualism and persecution of
wrong-thinking scientists, poets and others.

This novel was originally published in
Moscow in 196A...and were the Strugatskis

THE TEMPLE OF THE PAST IS
HAUNTED
a review of THE TEMPLE OF THE
PAST
Judging from this short, short novel by

then writing thinly disguised criticisms of

Stefan Wul, French science-fantasy is thir

Stalin 4 Co. when it was permitted then to

ty years behind American sf...and that's

attack the former leader?

maybe a good thing.

There is in this book

a willingness to indulge in sense-of-wonder

Science fiction forms have their uses.
I wonder if the present anti-intellectual,

writing and to splurge into incredible bi

all-confonaist prosecutors are entirely hap

ology and 'classic', 'outworn' sf ideas that

py with this book.

seem to me to be worthy of re-use.

The Commissars of Cult

ure nay kill s-f in Socialist countries if

For instance, no sf editor in America
today (except the one at Continuum Books)

it is used to seriously criticize them.

would touch a short novel that used the plot

Anyway, our protagonist is posing as a

line of THE TEMPLE OF THE PAST: a disabled

nobleman in a small nation-state on the
"alien" planet.

He and his Russian cohorts

—about twenty of them—are trying to

starship crashed in a chlorine sea on an un
inhabitable (for humans) planet is swallow

guide these brutal, crude societies toward

ed whole by a huge huge sea monster (but is

a more civilized, more perfect way of life.
They (the agents, and Russia today) are

chomped once on the way in).

Only three

of the crew survive.

steeped in the belief in the perfectibility

Wul throws in everything but the kitchen

of man.

sink as he uses the surviving Captain, Mas-

To that extent, this novel rings false.
(At least to me, since I gave up on improv

sir, to dramatize a heroic determination to

ing mankind three years ago on a rainy Tues

ed in the monster's gullet and somehow get

day in December, as I recall.

home to Earth.

Tsk.

survive and repair the ship while it is lodg

But

dead ideals take a lot of burying, sometim
es.)

The three men mutate their gigantic host
into an amphibian, kill it when it reaches

But our protagonist's cover name is Don
Bueata, and as the novel progresses he be

a good dry spot on land, set about cutting
the ship apart and re-arranging for a jury-

comes increasingly despairing of making

rigged take-off, discover their dead host's

Progress; his idealism is cracking, and at
the end, after his native woman whom he lov

eggs have hatched a viable,little, intelli

’d very much (a crossbow bolt in the throat
’"d one in the chest) is killed, and hir

gent dragon-race that developes incredibly
fast, both socially and culturally (walls to

keep out predators, worship of their human
51

aany).

'gods', use of the wheel, a city, telepathy
• • •)•

"Captain Neao's Last Adventure" by Josef

Nesvadba.

On the way to the surprising, satisfy

ing, 'old hat'twist ending, accidents kill

off all but Nassir.

Yet even with the ship

totally lost, with only hours to live in
his space suit, with the chlorine ataosphere

waiting to claia hie..,he aanages to triunph.

The following, outrageous ending (it aay
be the second oldest sf idea) filled ae with

helpless adeiration.

(.Czechoslovakia).

"The Altar of the Randoa Gods" by Adrian
Rogez. (Baaania).

I whistled, staaped,

"Good Night, Sophie" by Lino Aldani.
(Italy).

"The Proving Ground" by Sever Gansovski.
(U.S.S.R.).
"Sisyphus, the Son of Aeolus" by Vsevo

lod Ivanov.

(U.S.S.R.).

clapped and cheered...while I plucked gray

"A Modest Genius" by Vadia Shefner.
(U.S.S.R.).

whiskers froa ay beard and searched ay die

Notes on the Authors.

neaory of the dear pulp days for a siailar

I knew rationally,intellectually, that

story.

Europeam

not try to Aaericanize it too auch.

these very good novels to drive the stake

It re

tains its European dialog style, which reads
in spots

tf wasn't all Perry Rhodan and

translations of Aaerican sf, but it took

Ellen Fox translated the novel and did

into ay provincial heart.

Lo—those Other

People got brains and talent, too.

like a grade 0 1930s aovie.

And they

think with different points of view, which
THE TEMPLE OF THE PAST is a curiously

aakes for ainor aental quakes and teablors.

satisfying two hours of reading. But over
priced. (A Seabury Continuua Book, 16.95)

Good for the brain.

Pardon ae, now...gotta watch the CAROL

BURNETT SHOW.
I started to read the fifth Seabury book,

Oh, VIEW FROM ANOTHER SHORE is a"Seabury

VIEW FROM ANOTHER SHORE, edited by our old

Continuua Book, 16.95.

friend and jolly Heinlein-hater, Franz Rot-

*****************************A*************

tensteiner, but ran fresh out of tiae.

LETTER FROM MIRIAM ALLEN DEFORD

So I'll list the contents page and vow

a eighty vow to Do Better Next Issue.

"My story in NEW DIMENSIONS II nay have

But

I really don't see how I can be expected to

oeen puzzling—but why 'dishonest'?

watch four hours of tv a day, read a paper,

never been deliberately dishonest as a writ

daydreaa extensively, and also read books,

er in ay life.

take care of TAC paper work, type these re

views and other things.
to a frazzle as it is.

"It was the final lethal drug that re

I’a working ayself

activated the victin.

Heaven help me if

A physician assored

ae that this was physically possible."

soae publisher and/or editor wants ae to do

another book.

I've

(( Granted a deadly drug could rouse a

I'll die, I just know it.

nan who had been coaatose for aonths, but

Here, then, is what's in VIEW FROM AN

would that aan, suddenly revived, croak in

OTHER SHORE:

terror, "I died once!

Introduction by Franz Rottensteiner.

Let ae live!"?

Or

would he be confused and inarticulate?))

"In Hot Pursuit of Happiness" by Stanis

law Lea. (Poland).

"The Valley of Echoes" by Gerard Klein.

POSTCARD FROM DAMON KNIGHT

(France).

"Right now I'a working on a aajor liaer-

"Observation of Quadragnes" by J.P. An-

drevon.

ick which you will see on aen's-rooa walls
next spring. Hope the ((Hugo)) voters no

(France).

"The Good Ring" by Svend Age Madsen.
(Denaark).
"Slua" by Herbert W. Franke.

tice it, but of course that's not up to ae."

(West Ger-

*******************************************
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away from writing science fiction and was

busy instead producing scripts for movies
and TV, where his interest in love was per

haps better appreciated.
But recently he has begun writing sf a-

gain, with a new preoccupation to add to his
old one—ecology, or put in broader terms,
good old-fashioned

relevance.

"The Man Who Learned Loving," in F&SF's
special 200) Anniversary Issue, is the first
of these new stories, and while the old pre

occupation with love is still dominant, eco

logy is an important background element.
In the story, the protagonist is forced

to choose between two different kinds of

love: love of his wife, and love of human
ity. He decides (or perhaps I should say

Sturgeon decides) that the latter is most
important, so he gives up his wife and kooky
little house and goes out to literally save

HOW THEODORE STURGEON LEARNED
TO LOVE RELEVANCE AND RUINED
HIS SCIENCE FICTION
an article by Cy Chauvin

the world.
He invents what I would call a "Superb-

machine," a gadget which will provide every

Nearly everyone must be aware of Theo
dore Sturgeon's love of humanity.

one with all the power they need without

Damon

pollution.

This device sounds like some

Knight pointed out in IN SEARCH Of WONDER

thing out of a 193O's WONDER STORIES, and

that Sturgeon:

Sturgeon's protagonist manages to protect

it from the lawyers of various large com

"...has been earnestly taking love

panies who would like to see it patented

apart to see what makes it tick.

and conveniently forgotten.

Not what the word means on the cov

er of a pulp magazine, but love, all

In all, the story indicates Sturgeon's

the different kinds there are or

growing interest in ecology and other pres

could be, working from the inside.

ent-day social concerns, and his desire to

'It is fashionable to overlook the

incorporate these

fact that the old shoe lover loves

science fiction.

relevant

items in his

loving old shoes.'"
"Slow Sculpture" (GALAXY, Feb. 1970), is

Well, that was undoubtedly true, but

another transitional story in which the love

people began to wonder why Sturgeon loved
love so damned much; it seemed he was becom
ing obsessed with it, and neglecting

science fiction part of his stories in fav

A woman dying of cancer meets a frustra

or of the love interest.

ted inventor in an apple orchard, and he

promises her a cure for her cancer.

More recently, George Turner, an Austra
lian fan and novelist, vent so far as to

He tak

es her home, cures her and they fall in love.
The inventor complains bitterly at the end

suggest that Sturgeon's famed love of sick

and twisted humans was really sadism in dis9“ise.

interest is probably stronger than the eco
logical message.

the

of the story that several pollution-fighting

devices he has discovered have been bought

(See Sf COMMENTARY #19.)

by auto companies but never used.
Sturgeon, in the meantime, had turned

The firns

obviously bought them so no one else could
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put them into production, and cut down on

the two men tell Lucky, breathes carbon di

their profits.

oxide, and has been using his position in

The sole sf element in the story?

cure for cancer.

A

That eight be classified

as a bit of relevance, too.
On the strength of that stunning display
of inventiveness and imagination, "Slow

Sculpture" won both the Hugo and Nebula.

the company to encourage pollution, so that
the environment on Earth will be made more
suitable for other members of his race.

Very clever, no?

I got the impression,

however, that Sturgeon meant this not only
as a story but as a suggestion.

I mention this because suggestions and
"Necessary and Sufficient" (GALAXY, Apr

hints for stopping pollution or present-day

il, 1971), concerns a ean and a new scienti

problems of other sorts are scattered

fic discovery he has made: a drug that can

throughout some of the other Sturgeon sto

blow over the land like fog and sterilize

ries I'm discussing here.

everyone in its path except Caucasians.

don't necessarily make the stories bad, of

(Why this is so, Sturgeon never explains.
I wonder how it would affect those of mixed

blood, especially since the story is set in
Peru, where there has been a lot of miscege

nation.

Would these people be half-steriliz

course, but they do seem to indicate that
Sturgeon's motives for writing these stories

are, again, heavily influenced by a concern
for relevance and present-day social problems

in general.

ed, i.e., lose half their fertility?)
Even if Sturgeon's idea is scientifical

These suggestions

"Verity File" (GALAXY, May-June 1971),
isn't quite as directly concerned with ecol

ly impossible, it could make a very inter

ogy as the other five stories, but it still

esting story, for there is a deep moral is

has a very

sue involved.

In order to save the world,

is it right to discriminate against several
races, while one suffers no harm?
end justify the means?

Does the

Unfortunately, Stur

geon never bothers to develop the potential.
The story simply remains another

relevant

mishmash.
"Occam's Scalpel" (IF, August 1971), is

It's about a man who can do nearly ev

erything, a 'Mister Lucky".
with everything.

He was "bom

Michaelangelo muscles.

The story is about an inventor and a new

pressed by a large pharmaceutical company
(the inventor sold the rights to produce the

drug to the company, but finds they won’t
put it into production—as with the auto

pollution-fighting equipment in "Slow Sculp
ture").

The drug is yet another wondrous cancer

cure, and does many other marvelous things
as well—it sort of fits the description
of the miracle "tonics" quacks used to sell
in horse and buggy days—only it works.

Sent to private school...graduated in three
years, summa cum."

"Dazed" (GALAXY, September 1971), isn’t
concerned too much with ecology either, but

Two of the characters in this story try
to convince this man to "learn loving" for

mankind—i.e., fight pollution.

So they

rig a fake alien body, which they show to

Lucky just after the funeral of an important
business executive, telling him its the body

of the man who had just died.

theme.

wonder drug he has discovered whicfr is sup

not sf, even though it has been selected for

several Best SF of the Year anthologies.

relevant

They careful

ly peel back the outer layer of "skin" on

it must be the most relevant story of them
all.
The list of relevant concerns it mention:
seems endless; Sturgeon trots out suggestions

for wars, racism, and all the other problems
he sees around him.

One example:

"...tell me—when some

their alien body to reveal variou' alien org

one's sure to die of an incurable disease

ans, etc.—all fakes, cleverly made by an

and needs something for pain—why don't

expert in artificial organs.

This alien,

they give him heroin instead of morphine?

Is it because heroin's habit—foraing? What
difference could that possibly lake? ...I'll
tell you why——it’s because heroin lakes you
feel wonderful and eorphine takes you feel
nmb and gray. In other words, heroin's
fun..."

isn't concerned with what pollutants froi
his factory light do to the future ecology
of a region—he's only concerned with his
inediato problem, such as his coipetitlon,
profits, and stockholders, ("let the future
teke care of itself!")

* valid point, but it's not this sort of
observation that lakes a story a good piece
of fiction.

Though Sturgeon—and other writers who
insist that relevant present-day issues are
the only ones worth dealing with in their
stories—iay not realize it, the outlook
they express in this typo of science fiction
is
sliilarly narrow.

The lain flaw in "Dazed" is that It suf
fers froi faulty logic. The story Is about
w unintentional tin traveler who wants to
solve soie of the probleas he sees coilng In
the future, but discovers the only way he
con do this is by asking things worse now—
so that the ylng and yang (bed and good)
balance out. This ressoning aeons to m ab
surd; causing soieone to starve to death to
day Isn't necessarily going to lake soieone
else happy In tonorrow.

But not only is this concern for rele
vant social issues not doing what Sturgeon
and sliilar sf writers think it is doing,
it my be positively hamful to their sci
ence fiction.

In his introduction to A SPECTRUM Of
WORLDS, Thoma 0. Clemson sold that the
"Galactic Eipire" concept did soiething es
sential for sf. "It freed writers for the
As can be soon froi these six stories,
first tin froi the old voyage and utopia
Sturgeon's concern for relevant ooclol is
patterns; no longer mat their travelers
sues such as ecology grows lore and ioro pro return to civilization, to Earth. The writnounced, froi the soiewhat hmorous, aliost
are were freed to create liaginary worlds
parody treotaent of It in "The Man Who loom that boro no explicit relationship to Earth.
ed Loving," to the illogical justification
They thus could develop in groat dotoil in
for present-day social ills and preachy sug dividualized worlds capable of sustaining
gestions in "Dazed."
■ore vivid oyibolic stoteient because of
their differences." (My eiphrnls in sll capSturgeon has turned froi writing stories
oeJ
for their own soke to constructing fictional
soapboxes to spout his thoughts on the pres
If whet Clemson says is true (and I
ent-day social problem of the world.
think it io), then Sturgeon is putting on
unnecessary stmightjeckot on his imgineI liaglne Sturgeon's—as wall as other
tion in his concern for relevant social is
of writers*—reason for doing this is their
concern about our future. They want to warn sues in his of.
“» of the consequences of pollution, racial,
etc.

And, ss Clsreson points out, it is sf's
differences froi the present, its non-mlovonco if you will froi current social issues,
that mkes it important—-that lakes it "ca
pable of sustaining lore vivid syibolic
atatemnt,"

Unfortunately, what Sturgeon has actual
ly done in those six stories la turn away
froi the future and store at the present.
‘Peculation and extrapolation are aliost
ooipletely abandoned; only the very rele
vant problem we face now—pollution, mol«i, ate—are iiportent...and problsm in
the futairs of which we ore as yet ignorant
,r» ignored.

Vet another meson why relevance to cur
rent social issues is hamful to a sf story
is advanced by Alexei I Cory Panshin in their
"Sf in Dlionsion" coluen in fAITASTIC, Feb
ruary 1972.

TMs attitude is really very sisilar to
Xh,t of the stereotyped factory ownera he

They point out that sf deals in univers
als—it suppresses the particular or 'iimt-
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I believe knowledge of this is what

ic" perception as they call it, and deals

with larger pictures of the universe.

caused David Lindsay, author of A VOYAGE TO
ARCTURUS, to remark that while his fiction

A realistic or 'mimetic' story, because

would never have wide popularity, at least

of its concern for particular moments and

once a year, as long as human civilization

places (or relevance to the social and phys

survives, someone, somewhere, would read

ical trappings of present-day society), can

his books.

not do this as well—its concern for the

particular interferes with any attempt to

Sturgeon, in these six stories, has cast

portray a larger picture of the universe.

aside one of the more important advantages

of writing sf.

As an example, the Panshins mentioned
Alexei's oen novel, RITE OF PASSAGE.

When

Also, almost inevitably it seems, when

Alexei began writing it in 1961, he thought

a writer becomes concerned with 'relevance'

the basic situation in the novel between

to current social issues, his fiction turns

powerful scientifically advanced spaceships

overly from art to ideology, from the story

and powerless colony worlds paralleled that

as a thing of beauty and wonder in itself to

of the Have vs. the Have-Not nations.

a story as a mere vehicle for a message or

idea.
In 1967, when he gave the novel to Sam

Craftsmanship obviously suffers, and

uel R. Delany to read, Delany thought the

Sturgeon is no exception to the rule: sone

novel was "too obviously" about the racial

of these stories are pretty shabby vehicles

conflict between the blacks and whites in

indeed.

the U.S.A.

On just a superficial level I can

point out that the same tired elements crop
Six months later, while proofreading

up in story after story: cancer cures and

the novel during the let Offensive, Alexei

wonder drugs; super inventions and inventors;

said he thought readers would think it was

men who have plans to "save the w^rld".

about the U.S. in Vietnam.

None of these elements are particularly in

teresting, let alone imaginative or original.

Later, when the novel was first publish

Can a writer ranked as one of sf's giants do

ed, a reviewer said that it reminded him of

no better than this?

the Sephardim and Ashkenazim in Israel, and

asked if Panshin had this in mind while wri

In an interview in ENERGUMEN #9, Robert

ting the novel.

Silverberg said that "all good fiction is
'pertinent'—but in the excessive chase

It seems likely that future readers will

after 'pertinence' and 'relevance' lies the

see other parallels between the novel and

other situation in society.

death of art."

The point is,

if Alexei Panshin had tied his story to par

What Silverberg was referring to in the

ticular realist events—if he had, for in

first part of his statement is emotional

stance, actually written a historical novel

relevance, rather than social relevance.

about the Sephardim and Ashkenazim in Israel

All good fiction appeals to our emotions;

—then no one would have seen the parallels
they did.

this is at the core of literature—not ec
ology, racism, or social issues of any kind.

It would not have had as much

universal applicability.

If you want to find out about current

Likewise, Sturgeon, by concerning him

social concerns you need only consult a news

self so completely with current social is

paper or appropriate magazines.

sues in his stories, is destroying the pos

Writers like Sturgeon seem to have con
fused the two; they nay believe that by mak
ing their stories relevant to current social

sible wider, more universal applicability of

his work.

Perhaps his stories will have

more immediate relevance to a reader than

issues they will make sf more mature and

Panshin's RITE OF PASSAGE, but in the long

"non-escapist".

run it is Panshin's book that will be rele

vant to all ages.

More respectable.

However, since sf (along with fantasy)
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j

is a highly imaginative and non-realist type

fiction readers.

of fiction, it is inherently unable to be as

relevant to present social issues as contem
porary realistic fiction and still retain
its own unique virtues (such as the concern

for the future and universality mentioned
above).

"Recently the so-called 'specialists' at
the Central Library (us 'generalists' are

farmed out to the neighborhood branches,

where we revel in independent commands, like

Lieut. Horoblower in his first schooner)

sent out the new Periodicals Selection List,
This has led some of sf's own writers,
such as Michael Moorcock, to conclude that

from which the branches are supposed to
choose the magazines they want (and can af

Each title listed

sf thus also must be inherently inferior to

ford) to subscribe to.

other types of of fiction and a "minor art

is followed by a brief descriptive blurb,

form."

"Reasonable readers accept this

fact," says Moorcock in the introduction to

for the enlightenment of us poor colonials.

In the category of 'Science Fiction' we had

three choices, in descending order of su[>-

NEW WORLDS QUARTERLY 2.

posed usefulness.
On the other hand, sf is capable of be

ing as emotionally relevant as any kind of
fiction—and this actually is all that is
required of good fiction.

"ANALOG is characterized as 'superior'.
Well, okay, I suppose so—certainly it's
the best known to people on the outside.

Of

GALAXY they say 'story quality usually good,

"All good fiction is 'pertinent'—but

but variable'.

Again, largely a matter of

in the excessive chase after 'pertinence'

personal preference.

and 'relevance' lies the death of art," says

say, 'attempts to be literary—often fails

Silverberg.

Let Sturgeon—let all sf wri

ters—chase after art instead, after emo

—poor qualit

ence fiction.

stories on the whole; third

choice.'

tional relevance and good craftsmanship.
Then, perhaps, we'll have some better sci

However, ESSE, they

"After staring unbelievingly at that
atrocity for some seconds, I called up the

Collections Coordinator responsible for the

list and inquired of him how it was that

EASE has won three Hugos in recent years if
"On the Train of Thought 99* of the tickets

it had 'poor quality stories on the whole'?

sold are half fare."

His reply indirectly answered my question:

•—Ed Cagle,
KWALHIOQUA #8

'What's a Hugo?'

Seems his brother, an el

ectrical engineer, told him ANALOG had the
only 'real' science fiction; all the other

((And Ed Cagle rides free.))

sf mags were junk........... Pain!

o**************^********* *****»««*«***««•*«

"A news note: Yesterday the new Dallas-

LETTER FROM MICHAEL K. SMITH

Ft. Worth International Airport was dedicat

"What with STAR TREK and Vonnegut and
2001, I'd have thought that most people—

—larger than the island of Manhattan, and

certainly, most educated, halfway-literate

you could lose Kennedy International, L.A.

People—would be aware by this time that

International, and O'Hare in it all at the

sf is more than the fifin re-run of THE

same time—the thing that awed me was the

CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON.

Well, un

ed.

Aside from the sheer size of the place

realization that this is the first facility

fortunately, that doesn't seem to be the

designed specifically for use in the not-

case.

too-distant future as a spaceport.

"I make my coins as a professional litlr:ir’>3n in the Dallas Public Library system

~~a surprisingly progressive library, es
pecially for this part of the country, but
*,la staff is singularly devoid of science

Fantas

tic!
"I must abj ctly take issue with part
of your review of R. D. Laing's THE POLITICS

OF EXPERIENCE.

You seem to believe in a

kind of 'steady-state' anthropology.

Do

you really think there are no essential dif

embrace it again with self-serving ration

ferences, only superficial ones, between

alizations.

the Twentieth Century American and a First

((Read the accounts of governmental poli

Century Roman—or a Sumerian or a Beaker

Culture Farter?

tics in ancient Greece and Rome and tell me

What, no social evolution

how the Nixon administration is any different
at base.))

at all?
"‘Iso, I agree that we are 'shaping the

machine culture,' but does not the environ
ment in which you exist (and which you have,

»»•»»♦»»»»»»•»*»••«*»•»»«»»»»»•*»•»»»»•*«»»
An Illinois state represent

"Firearms?

in part, created) create feed-back which

ative has been considering introducing a

helps to shape you?

bill which would make the state a 'test'

area for a new radar system to detect con

"On your observations about alienation,

cealed weapons.

In every

however, I mostly agree with you.

society, there will be individuals who adapt

The 'radam' device is be

ing developed by International Signal Corp,

to it easily and function optimally, 1 there

of lanchester, PA.

will'be those who for various social and

sophistication necessary to differentiate

psychological reasons cannot adapt.

between a handgun and an object of similar

These

become 'alienated' and wish to escape their

society by a return to the mythical 'good

It would possess the

size and weight.
"The gun monitoring unit, equipped with

old days' or by emigrating to sone other

'radam', would operate from concealment in

society to which they night be able to adapt

a moving or parked vehicle.

more easily.

I suspect there night actually

"Cited as precedence for such usage was

be more individuals in our present society

the 'general public acceptance' of electron

who are to some degree alienated from it,

because the cycle of change is moving ever

ic searches for weapons at airport termin

faster and is becoming more difficult to

als.

adapt to.

(Read FUTURE SHOCK if you haven't

Also given as an excuse for farther

handcuffing the inherent rights of the in

dividual citizen was the 'implied consent'

already)."

laws requiring breath tests for suspected

drunk drivers.

((Do you believe, if a Sumerian infant
were tine-ported to now, that it would grow

"Brick by brick, it looks like some kind

up and be 'normal' in our society and cult

ure?

I do.

of wall is being constructed here.

Perhaps the human animal has

I hate

to attempt to extrapolate its height, or

evolved a tiny bit in seven or eight thousand

breadth, or what it night encompass...."

years, but for all intents and purposes....

—Ed Connor, THE POINTED STAKE
((Social evolution?

ho.

Only to the ex

#8, September, 1973.

tent that the animal whose instincts and an

imal needs determine the shapes and quali

A LETTER FROM ALBERT DYTCH

ties of its societies (as influenced by the

nature of the locale) has evolved.

"Congratulations on the fine ALIEN CRIT

((We seem to have made 'progress' social

they stick in my craw or create jagged wav

ies as a result of learning how to rape our

es of hunger that ask for more.

planet's mineral wealth; slavery, for in

stance, is uneconomical in a mass-production
machine culture, so we abandon slavery and
pat ourselves on the back for our social en

we have evolved for the better.

They never go

down smoothly, like say good scotch; either

ly because we can afford many social luxur

lightenment and humanitarianism.

ICS you've been producing.

We pretend
Yet as soon

I read

your issues in various states of elation or

rage or surprise at the shock of pure adren

alin administered to the brain.

So, yeah,

congratulations.
"I've got an idea for an anthology, and

although I've been writing lots of sf auth

as the machine culture breaks down, and

ors about it that's a very slow process. I"

slavery becomes economical again, we will
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addition there are lots of writers I've no

For example, John Lilly, the scientist, sees

idea how to get in touch with, and I'm hop

man as a human biocomputer capable of its

ing THE ALIEN CRITIC Can help me by running

own programming and claims that these per

all or part of this letter.

ceptions, preconceptions and assumptions

"Let me get some personal background out
of the way first....

When Ered Pohl was at

are programmed and hence capable of change.

"Are we capable of achieving a synthesis

Ace he hired me as his assistant, and when

of science and philosophy,

he left I handled Ace's science fiction for

es in relation to the world and the cosmos?

nearly a year.

I left, too, for reasons

others have been more articulate about, and

moved to GALAXY and IF where I was managing
editor for a few months.

(By the way, Dick,

to view ourselv

The pre-Socratic philosophers seem to have
had a vision of all in a related state of

flux; Martin Heidegger, the German philoso

pher, goes so far as to suggest that civili

when I was there I noticed in Bern Williams'

zation began to decline with Aristotle and

collections some of the novels you had writ

the fragmented, particulate view the inven

ten for his Softcover Library — maybe Soft

tion of science promulgated.

core is a better name.)

ter informed after thousands of years of in

But UPD, who owns

the magazines, has its own peculiar prob

lems.

Now things are better: the weight of

New York and compromise are lifted and I'm

living on a fan outside of Florence.
"The anthology is to consist of origin
al stories on the theme of convergence, the

meeting point of technology and so-called
mysticism, of the rational and the spiritu

al, or East and West.

Can man, bet

formation-gathering, regain such a vision?
"Before I go any further let me make it

clear that it is far from my intention to

condemn technology, but to pose the question

whether science wedded to philosophy might
not produce a more viable epistemology.

"Let me try to put it metaphorically:
man is in a house whose walls delimit his

perceptions, his consciousness, his possi

"To Einstein, for example, the furthest

fringes of science brought one to a point

bilities.

Termites are eating at the walls.

Some visionaries—William Blake for exam

where religion or philosophy, whatever you

ple-may have seen beyond those walls. Can

care to call it, began:

we learn to, or will they crumble down on

he felt an awe at

the mystery and imponderability of the cos

mos.

Scientific knowledge can only carry

us before we can?

If we could tear them

down, what would we find on the other side?

man so far, and even the little we know, to

another house?

extend Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle,

quantum jumps at once and reach a place be

is uncertain: beyond that, what is there?

yond walls?

"Is there some way of transcending our
limits, by looking within or out into space,

to the past or the future, to the East?
Gregory Bateson, the anthropologist/psychol-

ogist, urges mankind to move toward an ep
istemology of relatedness, of everything in

relation, and suggests that this mode of

Or could we make several

"I have come to see this as critical to

man's physical and spiritual evolution, ev
en to his survival.

With an epistemology

like Bateson's our ecological problems would
never have appeared.

Or look at it this

way: can we confront space with any sanity

viewing things could descend to the level

within our present epistemological frame

of our sensory apparatus and the function

work?

ing of the brain.

Bateson extends the con-

"For the sake of argument, imagine a

cePt of mind—and expands the idea of con-

world where the dominant organism had chos

piousness——to include both man and his

en not to manipulate its environment, or

surroundings, since they comprise an inte-

after manipulating it had chosen to merge
with it. (Would there be, or appear to be,

5rsi whole.

He and other scientists and

Philosophers challenge our perception of

a dominant organism on such a world?)

;e’Uty, and

agine a way of seeing to which our mental

our assumptions and preconcep°os about existence and consciousness.

L

Im

topology were nothing more than a kind of

Flatland.

of the aasses (faced with possible replace

If aan chanced on such a world,

ment) will kill off those lines of research

would he learn to see in a new way? fail?
destroy? be destroyed?

Is the dolphin such

and development.

Soaetiaes racial prejudice

an 'alien' who eade an instinctive choice

is a survival factor.

for haraony in its return to the sea, where

puter programing will be a risky business;

Changing our biocoa-

technology and eanipulation would be un

■an is NOT a rational aniaal when one or

necessary?

■ore of his sacred cows is threatened, and
his racial purity and continuity is the most

"Science fiction writers have dealt

sacred—and instinctive.

with the theae of convergence—Clarke's

((When philosophy cliabs into the saae bed

2001 and CHILDHOOD’S END, Olaf Stapledon,
Herbert in a novel whose naee I forget that

with science, it is philosophy who yields her

deals with cybernetics and the workings of

honor and conforms...as has religion.

the brain, for exaaple—but seldoa, and

■ore seldoa in depth.

((I suggest that in order to alter man's

The finest single

conceptions, preconceptions and assumptions,

exaaple is LeGuin's story in the October

to let the average aan break through into

GALAXY entitled "Field of Vision," which I
recoaaend highly.

a different 'house', you'll have to radical
ly alter the average body/aind, which means

I don't want to give

the story away, but it's the kind of thing

altering the species...and, again, the spec

I'a interested in.

ies probably won't sit still for it.

"If there is a literature that can han

((Those are ay off-the-cuff comaents,

dle convergence it is probably science fic

tion.

Hence the anthology.

"Is anyone interested?

out of sequence and ill-phrased, but still
wholesoaely negative.

I don't have a

interesting and provocative stories if it

to advertise as a aarket; but with soaegood

gets off the ground.

writers tentatively lined up I think I can
get one.

past—or aaybe
tt**********************************^********

in part because of it.
"Priaarily I aa

nterested in a response:

A LETTER FROM LON JONES

consents, suggestions, questions, arguaents
welcoae.

thea!

As I said in ay priv

ate note, finding a good coaaercial title
is the lain problea.))

I'a easy and reasonable to deal

with, despite ay checkere

But your anthology

idea is a good one and should provide soae

contract, although when I do I'll be sure

"Jeezus!

But if you've got stories, send

What is it about the Panshins'

SON OF BLACK MORCA that everyone thinks is

They will be well taken care of.

"You can reach ae this way:

so great?

'Sword i sorcery the way it should

be done.'

Bullshit.

There isn't anything

in SoBM that hasn't been done by de Caap,

Albert Dytch, c/o Vidal

Jakes, Howard, or even Ted White, for that

Star Route #1

■atter.

Westlake, OR 97W"

The style was a bit more polished,

but it was a lot less interesting, too.

The

dreaa sequences were iapossibly boring, and
((I tend to suspicion that if we adopt

the characters weren't auch better.

Haldane

a philosophy of relatedness we'll end up

was a fairly realistic personality, but I've

living a stone-age life, because science

known too aany people like hia to be inter

and resulting technological aanipulation

ested in an egotistical, stupid kid."

will be anti-life, anti-God, and so on; ob

((I liked the first third of SON OF

viously aan cannot be one with Nature in an

BLACK MORCA very auch...but the following

air-conditioned Chevy.

segments disappointed ae as the novel drift

((Sooner or later we will do soae ser

ed away froa realistic aagic and real life

ious experiaentatien with genes and DNA and

into a dreaay aystical-aythological frame

produce soae Strange Creatures.

work and Haldane became a kind of psi-aagic

The terror
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deii-God.

Unsatisfying.

Too aibitious.))
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LETTER FROM DAVID HARRIS

(I have this recurring nightmare

anyway.

in which a review of a collection of criti
cal essays is anthologized, and someone asks
me to review the anthology.)

"Conscience dictates that I say sole-

thing about Marion Zimmer Bradley's article
on editorialese.

Spreading this kind of

"But your criticisis seem to me to be
hanging on the fence, ready to fall in om

stuff around will start to give people the

direction or the other.

wrong kind of iipression about editors—an

that the future of $F is in its inability

As one who feels

accurate one, true, but not good for the

to take itself too seriously, I hope yov

iiage. Not having had any lagazine exper
ience (know anyone who wants to sell me a

make it a pratfall.

nagazine, cheap?) ny obfuscatory powers have
been channeled in a slightly different di

"And as loud a hurrah as possible for
Ted White's colmn."

rection, but certain dicta still apply.

"The first thing I was told about being
an editor (and the last thing, too) was,
'Never say anything that your average para
noid type would think of as negative.'

And

believe me, when you're reading the slush
pile for a house ((Dell)) that does romanc

MAGAZINE NOTES (COMIC)
SMALL WORLD DEPT: Bhob Stewart Strikes Again
He has co-drawn and co-published a comic
book of gruesome, satiric intent and gruesome

es, gothics, westerns, and anything else

execution called TALES FROM THE FRIDGE #1
(50* plus 15< mailing cost froa Kitchen Sink

that slips in accidentally, you see soie of

Enterprises, POB 5699, Milwaukee, WIS 53211X

the undeniably worst writing in the world.
Which should enable you to translate our
slush rejection fori (enclosed).

The coiic is competently drawn (with a

slight taint of aiateurisa) and possesses a
suitably repulsive cast of characters, the

"Conscience also dictates (Conscience is

biggest of which is Global McBlimp, a 8IG

If a horror story based on gluttony,

■y dying philodendron, who lakes all ny ed

EATER.

itorial decisions for ie, as well as taking
care of correspondence) that I say WHAT IN

murder, and a hungry return froi the grave

HELL HAPPENED TO THE ZINE?

Hack Davis cover.

One of the

is your neat, this is your dish.

It has a

For coipletists.

It has

things I liked most about the first nunber

3 few X-rated panels in it: there's this

I saw was that most of it had very little

near-sighted whore, see, who mistakes a tur
gid length of "awakened" (and rotting) Mc

to do with ST.

Now, the bulk of the zine

is devoted to being a critic (letters except

ed).

Blimp' s intestines for his penis.... Yeeech!

Frankly, having been trained in criti

cism at Large Eastern U., I opine that there

are really two, and only two, schools of
literary criticisi. The first, to which I
subscribe, asks the question, 'Should I re
commend that this book be read?' If a book
is fun, or educational, or mind-expanding,

I'n not sure (for you old-time sf fans
and insiders) if this Bhob Stewart is the

original Texas Bhob or the younger San Fran
cisco Bhob of contemporary mid-50's ffWl-

itj fane.
#

and liable to keep your interest up, then
it's successful.
A superior nagazine, professionally
"On the other hand are those critics who
balieve in 'ART,' devotion to which becoies

Wilson cartoon cover, interviews with Gahan

•ore important than any other factor.

Wilson and Harry Harrison (all about cartoon

This

ls fine, except that the first purpose of

printed, 8% x 11, with' a four-color Gahan

ing and writing conic strips), with ianv of

•riting, comnunication, tends to get lost in

the best Wilson cartoons....

the shuffle.

GRAPHIC STORY MAGAZINE #15, to: Bill Spicer,

Personally, I see no point in

•hiting for critics—there aren't very many
of then, and they don't pay for their books

Send il.OO for

529 North Avenue 66, Los Angeles, CA 90092.

LETTER FROM ARTHUR D. HLAVATY
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$1.00.

"It's nice to see someone else who

Minimum ad

Deadline for next issue: January Sth.

thinks that science fiction doesn't have to

HUGO NOMINATED ALGOL: A Magazine About Sci

be hard to read to be good.

ence Fiction.

is on your side.

I think history

Up until this century, it

10th Anniversary issue feat

ures Le Guin, Williamson, Brunner, Benford,

Sample $1.,

was generally assumed that all fiction, no

Lupoff, White, Ballard, others.

matter how 'serious', should be intelligible

6 issues $4.00.

on the surface, with the great books having

issue with "Exploring Cordwainer Smith,"

deeper levels of meaning as well.

Brian Aldiss, others.

Certain

Checks payable and

mail to: Andrew Porter, Box 4175, New York

ly, a book like HUCKLEBERRY FINN does not

make excessive 'demands' on the reader.

Still available: May 1973

I

10017.

think this ties in with something Tom Wolfe
has been saying, namely, that the novel is

INTERESTED IN BUYING OLD FANZINES, APA MAIL

dying and 'the new journalism' is replacing

INGS.

it because only journalists and hack novel

TARIO, CANADA NOJ IPO.

MURRAY MOORE, BOX 400, NORWICH, ON

ists, like Wallace and Hailey consider it
worth their while to put in the background

WANTED—ANY OF HARLAN ELLISON'S OLD FANZIN

details that hold the reader's interest.

ES.

This has been a problem in sf, with the

CEPTABLE.

books that show the most brilliant extrapola

PRICES WANTED.

tion often being badly written and peopled

LOS ALTOS, CA 94022.

ORIGINAL, BOOTLEG OR XEROX COPIES AC
PLEASE ADVISE WHAT YOU HAVE AND

BURT LIBE, P.O. BOX 1196,

with little plastic men (the Kilgore Trout
syndrome).

I think that it's this desire

WRITERS: DISCOURAGED?

Try AUTHOR AID AS

for richness of background which explains

SOCIATES, Dept. AC, 340 East 52nd Street,

the excitement that STAND ON ZANZIBAR caus
ed (I know it explains my excitement), and

N.Y.C. 10022.
SPECIALIST IN FANTASY LITERATURE.

I wish that more writers would try books

and science fiction books, magazines and

"I think that you flatter yourself when

Some of your correspondents seem able

to outnasty you without half trying.

Singli
Lists

issued quarterly - send 35e for sample. Lois

For

Newman Books, P.O. Box 24560, Los Angeles, Ct

instance, Ted White's reference to Brian

90024.

Aldiss as Harry Harrison's 'back-patting
alter-ego' blew my mind.

Free search service.

items or large collections purchased.

pulp magazines.

you speak of how vicious your Alter Ego can
be.

Special

izing in used, out-of-print and rare fantasy

like that.

If I didn't know

Fellow Fans, the Society of Strangers needs

better, I would think that Aldiss is some

your old sf books and fanzines for its pris

sort of hanger-on instead of a major writer

on book project.

who is generally taken more seriously than

Each contribution brings

a free copy of the "CAN OPENER", 1326 SE 14,

Harrison himself.

Portland, OR 97214.

"Then we have Michael Coney literally
accusing Joanna Russ of penis envy. (I did

I have a few (62) copies left of the last is

n't think anybody believed in that anymore.)

sue (#4?) of SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW.

He seems to miss the point of her story,

an Interview with Keith Laumer by Richard

It had

which is that it's a lot easier to imagine

Hill, "Noise Level" by John Brunner, "Beer

a world in which everyone is, say, Black,

Mutterings" by Poul Anderson, "I Remember

than one in which everyone is female."

Clarion" by Damon Knight, and others—edi

REMEMBER*

torials, reviews, letters as in THE ALIEN
Send your change of address

CRITIC.

if you move, please.

That is the March, 1971 issue, and

I am asking $1. per copy.

served.

♦If you don't, the black spot

land, OR 972U.

will appear on your palms

& it will last three months.
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The Alien's Archives
BOOKS RECEIVED—It night be noted by sone of you that
I do not receive all the sf and fantasy books publish
ed.

Sone publishers are reluctant to send review cop

ies, sone are not yet aware of THE ALIEN CRITIC.

I’m

I'd like to nake these Archives as

working on it.

complete as possible, yet I refuse to work from pub

lisher's announcements of planned books; too often

So I will continue to list only those

plans go awry.

books and nagazines actually received.

Now....I open the creaking door...hold the lantern
high...go down the steps....

in here?

Stay back!

Wha?

Stay b—

What are you doing
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Asinov, Isaac.
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1973. Doubleday.
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